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IV

; Bezitters van ABS -boten kunnen de levensduur van het
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jj beschadigde oppervlaktelaag regelmatig te verwijderen.

I * soort kunststof.

E. Priebe en J. Stabenow, Kunststoffe 64 (1974) 497.

V

Dat de reductie van UC in H2 door toevoeging van argon

gestopt wordt door vergiftiging van het oppervlak door
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het waarschijnlijk dat dit veroorzaakt wordt door de in

het argon aanwezige verontreinigingen.

F. Gorle, W. Timmermans, F. Casteels, J. Vangeel and

M. Brabers in Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials 1967.

IAEA Vienna (1968) p. 481.

VI

De conclusie van Reichelderfer dat de hoogmoleculaire

Stoffen die bij de reactie van fotoresist met een zuur-

stof plasma zouden ontstaan, in de gasfase verder worden

afgebroken, is gezocht. Correctie van de berekeningen van

Battey maakt veeleer een volledige reactie van de fotoresist

aan het oppervlak tot CO en 1^0 aannemelijk.

R.P. Reichelderfer, J.M. Welty en J.F. Battey, J. Electrochem.
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VII

Bij de "nuttige wenken voor het publiek", zoals het tonen

van een tandenborsteltje bij snoepreclames, verdient het aanbe-

veling tijdens reclameboodschappen voor auto's een fiets te

projecteren; in de stijl van de actie "blij dat ik rij" is

een realistische opname van een verkeersongeval met

lichamelijk letsel op zijn plaats.
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I I. INTRODITCTION

l_ In nuclear power reactors uranium dioxide is widely used nowadays

p: as a fuel material. A disadvantage of UO. is its poor thermal conductivity.

f» In fast reactors, where the heat flux is high, the application of U0_

'f . . .
t, gives rise to thermal stresses and microstructural changes resulting in

P a change in heat transfer properties. Moreover the oxide has a relative-

i, ly low uranium density. With the development of the fast reactors other

; advanced materials are required.

*T In fast reactors that will be built in the next years only oxide fuel

V will be applied, as its properties are best-known. Suitable materials for

the potential use as reactor fuels in the future are the compounds of

;• uranium with the group IV, V and VI elements, i.e. UC, UN, UP and US.

Particularly, UC is of interest because of its higher uranium density,

?'• its better thermal conductivity and its lower fission-gas release than

I U0«. The higher breeding gain of UC in fast breeder reactors results in

a 10-yearsshorter doubling time than UO™ (25 years). Hence, the carbide

breeder will reduce the uranium consumption compared to oxide breeders.

3 This means that the advantage of carbide breeders will increase when ore

supply is difficult or with increasing energy demands. However, uranium

monocarbide is highly reactive towards oxygen, water vapour and, at higher

temperatures, to nitrogen. There is a strong chemical interaction between

ji non-stoichiometric carbide and the cladding materials, and a serious swel-

\\. ling of the fuel occurs at high burn-up. These problems are related to

V;' basic material properties which can be modified by addition of agents like

'u . vanadium carbide, a subject of investigation at S.C.K./C.E.N. in Belgium,

ih or by the addition of UN resulting in a ternary solid solution U(C,N) being

f,',; the subject of the present studies. It has been found that uranium carboni-

Y, tride has a much better chemical stability than VC and, if it is compared

V' to UN as a possible nuclear fuel, the nitrogen dissociation pressure is

|; '• considerably lower. Moreover, the carbonitride material can more easily be

i, prepared than the pure components.

jr. The aim of the investigations, described in this thesis, is to study

\\ the powder synthesis and sintering properties of uranium carbonitrides
i
\- in the light of the existing preparation methods and sintering results.
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In this thesis some introductory considerations of uranium carboni-

trides are presented (chapter II). Based on data from literature the

sintering results of pure UC and UN appear to be strongly dependent

on the impurity level as well as the presence of a second phase. These

parameters have therefore been considered in making the choice of a

proper powder synthesis method, being the solid-gas reaction of finely

ii divided metallic uranium and methane and/or nitrogen. In this process

y the impurity level of the reaction product is determined by the purity

of the starting material (chapter III). The sintering properties of O(C,N)

powders have been studied by reaction sintering experiments of mixtures

of UC and UN in various compositions and at different temperatures vary-

ing from 1670 K to 2170 K. The presence of a second phase and the degree

of mixing together with the formation of the solid solution determines

the sintering result to a high extent. Small crystallites appear to be

essential, (chapter IV). The resulting ceramics have been characterized

metallographically and the thermal conductivity, a property of techno-

logical interest, has been determined via measurement of the thermal

diffusivity.
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II. INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS ON URANIUM CARBONITRIDES

II.1. Phase diagrams

II.1.1. Phase diagram of the uranium-carbon system.

The phase diagram of the system is given in figure l.a. It is

mainly based on data of Holley and Storms [1]. Three components UC, U2
C3

and UC, are found in the U-C-system. UC has the cubic NaCl-structure,

it is stable up to its melting point 2800 K and it melts congruently.

U2C_ has the b.c.c. structure and decomposes at 2090 K in both non-stoi-

chiometric UC and UC2- Below 2040 K UC2 is tetragonal, above this temperature

the tetragonal a-phase is converted into a cubic structure (g-UC,) which is

stable up to 2720 K.

The monocarbide has a narrow range of stoichiometry from room temperature

to about 1270 K (fig. l.a). The homogeneity range of UC broadens at temper-

atures above 1270 K. The solidus curve is retrograde with a lower composi-

tion limit at 2270-2370 K for the composition UCn n,C2] - UCn n ot3]. This

behaviour is of interest in sintering experiments: Isothermal sintering at

1770-2270 K, resulting in a homogeneous phase, can finally result in a

material which is non-stoichiometric and'inhomogeneous at lower temperatures

(depending on cooling rates and composition).

II.1.2. Phase diagram of the uranium-nitrogen system

Figure 1.b shows the phase diagram of the U-N-system. Phase boundaries

and transition points are not exactly known in this system. As in the case

of the U-C-system, three components are found: UN, UoN3 an<* ^ 2 " T h e m o n o ~

nitride is body-centered cubic (NaCl-type) and is stable up to its melting
5 2

point (3120 K at 2.5 x 10 N/m N . ) . ct-U-N- exhibits a wide homogeneity range

(UNj " - UN. - - ) , it is converted into hexagonal B-U2
N3 above i< 1020 K.

The (S-U-N, is hypostoichiometric: its composition ranges from UNj ,, - UN. ,„.

At N/U > 1.75 a dinitride phase occurs having the CaF2~type f.c.c. structure. f

This phase has never been prepared as a stoichiotnetric compound. ;]
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UN exhibits also a broadening of its homogeneity range at temperatures

above % 1270 K. The broadening is less than for UC: the lower composition

limit has not been established exactly but is indicated to be between UNQ ̂ Q

and UN O > 9 9 7 [4].

At low nitrogen pressure UN will dissociate according to the equilibrium

UN(s) 5 U(Z) + \ N 2 (g) (i)

and the equilibrium nitrogen pressure is given by equation (2) [5 j:

(2)
9 ? 1 QfiO

log pN2 (N/m ) = - ^ ~ + 14.849 (1600 - 2500 K)

At higher nitrogen pressures UN, , is formed according to the three-

phase equilibrium:

UN(s) (g) (3)

The equilibrium nitrogen pressure is expressed by equation (4) [51:

log pN2 (N/m
2) = - ±1~ * 12.201 (1150-1650 K)

6

4

i

- 2

-4

MOO 2 9 0 0

\

u

2OOO
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>0 1100
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Figure 2.

The p-T diagram of the U-UM-U' ff7-cyctem

i
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The p-T diagram of single phase UN, according to the equation (2) and

(4), is shown in figure 2.

11.1.3. Phase diagram of the pseudo-binary system UC-UN.

VC and UN are miscible in all ratios and a continuous series of solid

solutions is formed. Figure 3 gives a schematic representation of a p-x-

section, and the phases existing in the UC-UN-system at temperatures above

1500 K.

a
oT -

Figure 3.

Sohematia representation of phase boundaries and existing phases in the

p-x section of the peeudo~binary system UC-UN. (ss - solid solution.)

Referring to the symbols indicating the phase boundaries (fig. 3 ) , the

following phase equilibria can be distinguished.

A. CUN]uc(s) * u(i) + (g)

B. 2 + J N2 (g) X CUN]UC (s) + UC2 (s)

C. [UC]ro (s) + I N2 [UN]UC (s) + C (s)

D. 2 (s) + J N2 (g) $ (s)

(Notation [ ] means the component being in solid solution.)

For calculation of the phase boundaries the following Gibbs free energies

of formation of the components have been used:
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AG°(UC) = -105926 J/mol [1],

AG°(UN) = -300453 + 86.96 T J/mol [6],

AG°(UC2)= -90016 -11.7 T j/mol [1],

AG°(U2N3)= -754294 +268.2 T J/mol [6].

Assuming the solid solution to be ideal, the following equations for the

phase boundaries have been derived by the present author:

A. log pN2 = -31371 x + 14.085 -f 2 log x

~'B. log pN = -18508 x T~' + 12.864 + 2 log — * —

C. log pN2 = -20311 x T + 14.085 + 2 log -r^

D. log pN2 = -16015 x T"
1 + 14.851 - 4 log x

2
where: pN. = nitrogen pressure (N/m )

T = temperature (K)

x = mole fraction of UN in UC ̂ N^

In figure 4 the p-x phase diagram of the UC. xN phase is shown at

the minimum and maximum sintering temperature used in our experiments.
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Figure 4.
p-x sections of the pseudo-binary system UC-UN at different temperatures
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II.2. Chemical reactivity

UC, UN and U(C,N) are compounds of different chemical properties. Their

( reactivity with respect to the gases oxygen, water vapour, nitrogen

j, and hydrogen will be discussed below.
J
f Reactions of UC with oxygen

I The uranium monocarbide is very reactive: finely divided UC is ex-
I . 5 2

j tremely pyroforic under atmospheric conditions (pO, = 0.2 x 10 N/m )

[ and in inert atmosphere even traces of oxygen and water vapour are ad-

• sorted. The reaction of UC with oxygen, according to
\- 3 UC +7 0 2 * U 30 g + 3 C02 (5)

: is highly exothermic: t 1500 kJ/mol UC. The oxidation of UC powder at
3 3 2

'• partial oxygen pressures between 0.07 x 10 and 1.1 x 10 N/m in the
:. temperature range from 670 to 1670 K has been studied by Naito et al.

[7]. During the oxidation a UC-UO solid solution is formed according to
: the equations:

f UC + x/2 0 2 •* U C ] x O x + x c (T<1470 K) (6)

j.j or U C + x 0 •* U C . O x + x CO (T>1470 K) ,?)

I The limit of solubility of oxygen in UC is equivalent to 35 mol %

: U0 at J370-1970 K [81, corresponding to an oxygen content of 2.2 /o 0.

The formation of UC, 0 solid solutions may have a pronounced influence

on thermal conductivity especially if grain boundary segregation of V07

occurs. Therefore the oxygen content has to be controlled.

The carbon formed in the oxidation process (eq. 6) is oxidized to

CO, [7], whereas the formation of UC, was found at considerably lower
-3 -1 2

oxygen partial pressures (2.6 x 10 - 13 x 10 N/m ) [9]:

(J + x) UC + x/2 0 2 •* UCj_xOx +' x UC2 (1170-1270 K) (8)

Obviously, at low oxygen pressures UC2 is formed as an intermediate pro-

duct phase.

Continued oxidation and decomposition of the UC. 0 solid solution
1-x x

leads to the formation of U,Og below 1470 K (pO, = 0.07 x 10 - 1.1 x 10

N/m ) [7]:
UC + 7/3 0 2 -> 1/3 U 30 g + C02 (9)
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; and to the formation of UO. above 1470 K:

; uc + 3/2 o2 •* uo2 + co do)

At sintering temperatures (̂  2000 K) and low oxygen pressures the

oxidation of UC will result in CO and uranium [9], whereas W^-containing

UC is reduced, also resulting in a liquid uranium phase [2,103:

U02 + 2 UC •* 3 U + 2 CO (II)

Assuming the system to be ideal with pure materials, the (calculated)
2

equilibrium CO pressure of reaction (II) is pCO = 10 N/m at 2)80 K. Tne

possible pvesenee of this liquid phase will influence the sintering be-

haviour.

Reactions of UC with water

The reaction of UC with water vapour leads also to the formation of

uranium oxides and hydrocarbons, mainly CH,:
«

UC + 2 H2O -* UO2 + CH^ (12)

At sintering temperatures and in the presence of small amounts of water

vapour the remaining UC will be reduced according to equation (11), again

resulting in a liquid phase.

Reactions of UC with nitrogen

In the presence of N 2 (7 x 10
3 - 105 N/m2) the UC will form a UC-UN

solid solution plus free carbon (1470-1670 K) [11]:

UC + l / 2 x S 2 +
 u c i _ x

N
x
 + x C (13)

At 1120-1470 K the reaction is [11]:

2 UC + 3/2 N 2 •*• U2N3 + 2 C (14)

Therefore, particularly in case of UC the (sintering) atmosphere has to

be controlled with respect to the nitrogen content because free C-pavtieles in-

fluence the sintering behaviour and miarostmiatuve developnent.

Reactions of UC with hydrogen

In reactions of UC with hydrogen the equilibrium

j; UC + 2 H 2 -> U + CH4 (15)

I is of importance: chapter III deals with this equilibrium for the synthesis

\ of UC from metallic uranium. From equation (15) it follows that the uranium
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carbide will be reduced by pure hydrogen.

The chemical reactivity of UN is much lower than of UC. The oxidation

behaviour is strongly dependent on powder properties: coarse grained powders

or sintered pellets of stoichiometric UN are stable in moist air at room

temperature, whereas very finely divided UN powder is pyroforic [3] . The

reaction of UN to V.0a is highly exothermic.
J O

6 UN + 8 0, •* 2 U-0- + 3 N, (16)
2 Jo £.

AH = -900 kJ/mol UN.

The solubility of U0 in UN is much lower than of VO in UC. The maximum

solubility is reported to be 2.5 •• 4 mol Z VO 12,13,141, corresponding

to an oxygen content of 0.16 - 0.24 /o 0.

The reaction of UN powder with water vapour at low pressures results

in the formation of NH_ and H.:

2 UN + 4 H20 -> 2 U02 + 2 NH3 + H2 (17)

For this reaction (equation (17)) temperatures up to 570 K are required, in-

dicating that the mononitride is quite stable .

The existence of single phase UN as a function of nitrogen pressure

and temperature has already been shown in figure 2.

. The solid solution U(C,N) is far more stable than UC. At room tem-

: perature the U(C,N) is much less reactive to oxygen and water vapour but at

: * elevated temperatures gas impurities of oxygen, water vapour and hydrogen

i , have to be avoided. The stability of U(C,N) as a function of nitrogen pres-

" sure at 1880 K and 2180 K has been calculated and is shown in figure 4.

r To resume it can be stated that during the handling of UC and U(C,N)

1. the atmosphere has to be free from oxygen, water vapour and, at elevated

;• temperatures from hydrogen if a monophasic material is wanted. Besides,

% for U(C,N) and UN a controlled nitrogen pressure is required.

if1 Therefore, at room temperature all work has been performed in glove

; boxes filled with argon that is circulated and continuously purified with

| respect to oxygen and water vapour. All experimental work at higher temperatures

I
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(powder synthesis, sintering experiments) has to be done in an equipment

with a carefully controlled atmosphere in order to prevent undesired for-

mation of a second phase: carbon precipitation, UC_ (U_C,) precipitation,

uranium oxides or -nitrides or metallic uranium. Outside the glove boxes

the material has to be persistently excluded from atmosphere by handling

it in gastight containers only. In practice this means that the experi-

ments are rather time-consuming.
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III POWDER SYNTHESIS OF URANIUM CARBONITRIDES

X. III.1« Introduction

i The aim of our investigation of the powder synthesis is to obtain

I a powder with a high sinterability, controlled oxygen content and a

i ; controlled low impurity level. A high sinterability of a powder means

in this-case the achievement of a high density at a relative low sinter-

s', ing temperature (0.5-0.7 T ) of a compact of the powder„

The properties of a powder are determined to a high extent by the

powder synthesis method. The synthesis temperature will influence the

sintcrability and in general a high synthesis temperature will decrease

the sinterability. A sufficiently reactive powder for sintering is then

obtained by grinding the reaction product. The degree of impurities as

well as the oxygen content will be dependent on the purity of the starting

material and on details of the synthesis procedure.

In this chapter the usually applied preparation methods for uranium

carbide, -carbonitride and -nitride will be considered. The impact of

the methods used on the powder properties will be discussed in connection

with the aim of our investigations. The solid-gas reaction synthesis

method for UC and UN has been examined by thermogravimetric experiments.

The results have led to a preparation method for powders using a cyclic pro-

cess; at low temperature. The characteristic powder properties, resulting

from this batch process are described and discussed,. In chapter IV these

properties will be related to the sintering behaviour.

III.2. Preparation methods for UC, UN and U(C,N).

Many methods for the preparation of UC, UN and U(C,N) powders are

described in literature. In this paragraph four basic methods for the

preparation will be discussed.

The most elementary preparation method is by starting from the

elements. UC can be formed by arc melting of uranium and carbon:

U + C -> UC (!)
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and UN by arc melting of uranium with nitrogen:

U + |N2 -> UN (2)

In order to prevent decomposition of UN, a nitrogen pressure of
S 2

20 x 10 N/m is required [jJ. UN can also be prepared by the direct

nitriding of uranium metal at 1200 K, followed by the decomposition of

the formed sesquinitride in vacuum or inert atmosphere to UN [2]:

U + J(«.5+*)N2 -» UNj 5 + x (J200 K, N2) (3)

followed by:

UN, -* UN + |(0.5+x)N9 (1200 K, vacuum) (4)

The solid solution UC. Nx can be prepared from its elements by arc

melting uranium and an appropriate amount of carbon in the presence

of nitrogen:

U + (l-x)C + |xN -> 0C._xN (5)

The arc melted products have to be crushed and milled to obtain a fine-

grained powder for sintering.

The preparation method by arc melting is not a very economic pro-

cess. Moreover, impurities will be introduced by crushing and milling.

For powders obtained from arc melted hyperstoichiometric UC, densities

of 95-97% th.d. have been obtained after sintering at temperatures

> 1770 K[3J. The oxygen content after milling is 0.1-0.2 w/o 0 and

milling in tungsten carbide produces an increase in the carbon and

tungsten content, the latter being a sintering aid \u\.

A preparation method for UC, based on UF,, is reaction (6) [5]:

3UF4 + 4A1 + 3C •* 3UC + 4A1F3 (̂  1270 K) (6)

The reaction of UF, with silicon in nitrogen at 1170 K leads to the for-

mation of EOT jJ6j;

4UF4 + 3Si + 2N2 •* 4UNF + 3SiF4 (7)

Above 1370 K the UNF is converted into UN in the presence of silicon [63:

4UNF + Si •*• 4UN + SiF4 (8)

It is not clear whether some process based on the reaction (6), (7) and (8) lea

to the formation of a mixture of VC and UN or to a solid solution of U(C,N).
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The degree of impurities, particularly of Al or Si, may be increased

by the application of this process. The impurity content of the product

has not been given,and sintering studies on powders made by this syn-

thesis have not been reported. Use of the fluoride reduction to carbide

at i> 1270 K leads to rather low yields due to fluoride volatility [5].

A technical and economical attractive method for the preparation

of UC, UN and U(C,N) powders is the carbothermic reduction reaction of

UO. (or U.O.) with carbon:

For UC: U02 + 3C •* UC + 2C0+ (9)

For UN: U0 2 + 2C + JN2 •* UN + 2C0+ (10)

For U(C,N): UO, + (3-x)c + |xN ^ UC. N + 2C0+ (11)

The carbothermie reduction reactions can be carried out in powder or

pressed compacts \f\ \€\, f luidized beds [Vj and in spherical particles

[iOj. The reaction temperature is 1670-2070 K and during the reaction a

vacuum or a sufficient stream of inert gas has to be maintained to re-

move the produced CO. Particularly for the preparation of UC, N (with

large x) and UN, a low CO-pressure and a high N.-pressure are required

to obtain a pure material Qlj • According to thermodynamic calculations,

the carbothermic reduction process for UC should lead to an oxygen con-

tent < 1 ppm 0 [}l\. In practice, however, one has to face a considerable

higher oxygen content (0.01 - 0.1 v/o 0) due to factors as incomplete

equilibrium (i.e. retained U0 2), adsorption of trace oxygen in inert gas

and contamination during sampling and analysis. The oxygen content is

found to be inversely proportional to the reaction temperature and de-

creases for uC from 0.04 to 0.01 w/o 0 at temperatures from 1670 K to T070 K

respectively (7J. For UC prepared from hyp'erstoichiometric UC. reduced

in hydrogen 0.06 to 0.03 w/o 0 has been found \}S\. For UC and U(C,N) pre-

pared at 1820-1870 K generally an oxygen content of 0.) /o 0 is reported

Due to the high reaction temperature the reaction product has to

be ground before sintering in order to obtain a relative fine grained powder

[, with a higher sinterability. For uranium monocarbide sintered densities

of 92-95% th.d. [7,9,13] and for uranium carbonitrides 93-9SZ th.d. [8]

have been found at sintering temperatures of 1970-2170 K. The oxygen
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content in the sintered compacts was found to be 0.05-0.1 /o 0.

I Despite its economic and technical advantages, the low sinter-

ability of the reaction product, which requires a grinding step be-

tween powder preparation and sintering procedure, makes the carbothermic

f; reduction reaction a less suitable method to prepare material for our

V: purpose.

p A fourth method to prepare UC and UN is the solid-gas reaction.

j-. UC can be formed by the carburization of uranium metal with methane

;'; (or propane) in hydrogen at 900-1100 K [14,15,161:

y

V U + CH. S UC + 2H. (12)
iL- 4 2

|- A mixture of UN and UN ,. is formed by the reaction of uranium metal

I' with nitrogen at a minimum temperature of about 525 K [17]. The mixture

I'•• can be converted into pure UN at 1200 K in vacuum or inert atmosphere

'i (eq. 4). For the preparation of UC and UN by this method, finely divided

;- uranium metal is used obtained from a hydriding- dehydriding cycle:

;\

|l 2U + 3H2 -* 2UH3 (<o 525 K, H2) (13)

\ followed by the reaction:

V
|; 2UH3 •* 2U + 3H 2 (y 750 K, H 2) (14)

\-~

I A homogeneous solid solution of U(C,N) is obtained by heating mixtures

I"' of UC and UN at 1630 K for 3 hours [18]. The formation of the solid solu-

{•' tion can be achieved,however,at a considerable lower temperature, as will

i. be demonstrated in chapter IV.

t,' Due to the low reaction temperatures for the solid-gas reaction

t; synthesis of UC and UN, powders with a good sinterability can be ob-

l? tained. No grinding step has to be introduced. Sintered densities for UC

?:A of 95% th.d. [93, for U(C,M) (reactive sintering of UC and UN) 90-952 th.d.

[19] and for UN 90-93Z th.d. [19,20] after sintering at 2170 K have been

found. The degree of impurities and the oxygen content are determined by

the quality of the uranium metal and the purity of the gases used during

the reaction process. The oxygen content of the prepared powders of UC and

UN is found to be 0.05-0.1 w/o 0. [2,7,15,19.1-Tennery [20J has found a somewhat

lower oxygen content of 0.02 /o 0 for UN powders.

,'(• -.

r
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From the previous it can be concluded that the powder synthesis

method by a solid-gas reaction has the best outlook to achieve powders

with high sinterability and controlled oxygen content.

III.3. Solid-gas reactions

III.3.1. UC-synthesis

The reaction of uranium metal with methane in a methane-hydrogen

mixture according to equation 12 may be followed by the formation of UC_:

UC + CH4 X UC? + 2H2 (15)

As we are interested in pure monocarbide only, the conditions have

to be established under which the monocarbide is formed.

The formation of UC or UC, is dependent on the temperature and the
2

pCH,/(pH2) ratio, where pCH, and pH. are the partial pressures of CH, and

H~ ̂ respectively. The minimum partial pressure of CH, for the formation of

UC (eq. 12) is very low <3.10~2 N/m2 CHA at JO
5 N/m (H2 + CH4) and 1000 K).

However, if the pCH,/(pH2) ratio exceeds a certain value, UCL is formed.

The standard free energy change for the equilibrium reaction (15)

can be calculated from the Gibbs free energy data for UC, UC? and CH,.

As in equilibrium AG = -RT In K and K = (pH,) /pCH., the equilibrium
2 .£ 4

values of (pH) /pCH, at different temperatures and hence the volume per-

centages of CH, in the CH,-H2 gas mixture can be calculated.

Data of several investigators and the results of our calculations

based on Gibbs free energy functions of Holley and Storms E21]- (for UC

and UC. _„) and of Barin and Knacke [23] (for CH,) have been collected

in table III.!.
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TABLE III. I,

The equilibrium partial CH. pressure (in % of volume) in a H^-CH. gas

mixture for the reaction VC + CH. * VC.y + 2H0 at different temperatures

(T) at V+Q*. - 10 N/m • Figures in the first row of the table refer to

the list of references of this chapter.

T(K)

800

900

1000

1100

1200

[21]

59.6

29.7

12.4

4.93

1.93

[16]

6.91

5.67

4.41

3.16

1.91

[133

0.82

0.27

[22]

8.7x10 .i
I xlO~4 ;

The calculation of the equilibrium value from ln(pCH,/(pH_) ) according

to equation:

-ln(pCH4/(pH2r) =
93)-AG°(UC)-0.93AG°(CH4)

(16)
0.93RT

is extremely sensitive to the values used for the Gibbs free energy func-

tions. The substraction of large values of AG°(UC. Q.) and of AG?(UC) of

nearly equal magnitude leads to a serious inaccuracy in the result, ap-

parently causing the big differences noted in table III.!. In addition,

the uncertainty in the thennodynamic functions affects the result. For

example, at 1000 K AG°(UCj g3) = -(110740 + 4600) J/mol [21], AG°(UC) - -(101500

*_ 3350) J/mol [21] and AG°(CH4) - 19240 J/mol [23]. According to equation

(16) ln(pCH./(pH9) ) = -1.84(+ 1.03) and consequently the equilibrium partial
5~ 2 5 2

pressure of CH^ at p = 10 N/m becomes pCH, - 0.12 x 10 N/m , lying between
pCH4 = 0.05 x 10

5 and pCH4 = 0.25 x 10
5 N/m2.

As there is no agreement (table III.l) and a reliable calculation is

impossible to make, the equilibrium ratio CH,/(H2 + CH,) for the synthesis

of UC has to be established experimentally. This h*»s been done in the ex-

periments described in the figures 3,4 and 5.

III.3.2. UN-synthesis

The reaction of nitrogen with uranium metal at a minimum temperature
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of 525 K results in a mixture of uranium nitrides. The reaction is highly

exothermic: AH a. -360 kJ/mol. This makes the temperature and the reaction

rate difficult to control, particularly when large quantities of uranium

are to be converted. If finely divided uranium is used, the excess heat

may melt adjacent areas, which cause agglomerates in the resulting nitride

powder.

For the preparation of pure UN powder a process described by Potter

et al. [24] is used. The process is based on the synthesis of uranium

nitride from uranium hydride by incrementally dehydriding the uranium

hydride and nitriding the dehydrided increment. In this way the heat

produced is controlled to the extent that no localized areas of melting

occur and a complete conversion to uranium nitrides is obtained at

temperatures up to 820 K.

The uranium metal reacts with H- at 520 K into uranium hydride

powder (eq. 13). The uranium hydride is then exposed to nitrogen atmos-

phere and heated to 575 K to decompose a small quantity of UH_. The

temperature is then lowered to 525 K to nitride the dehydrided portion.

In the following cycli the remaining hydride is heated 15 K above the

temperature of the previous dehydriding temperature and lowered to 525 K

again for nitriding as shown in figure 1.

9OO

750

6O0

450 3 4
time (h)

Figure 1.

The ay olio nitriding of uranium starting from UHy The temperature as a

function of time.
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The process is co- tinued until a temperature of 765 K is reached.

The powder mass is then heated at 820 K for 0.5 hour under nitrogen and
2

finally at 1270 K in vacuum Ov- 10 N/m ) for two hours in order to convert

the produced UN, _ into UN. In this way a homogeneous finely divided

pure UN powder material is obtained.

• III.3.3. UC-UN synthesis

To prepare a U(C,N) solid solution the components UC and UN can

: be mixed in the corresponding ratio and heated to form the homogeneous

solid solution (1630 K, 3 hours Q 8 | ) :

(1-x) UC + xUN + UCj^N^ (17)

As in our investigation a preparation method for UC and UN by solid-gas

reaction is preferred, an improved preparation of UC-UN mixtures

has been designed in which the carburizing and nitriding reaction pro-

1 cesses are carried out simultaneously. During this process the finely

divided uranium metal is exposed to a CH^/H^ mixture and an admixed

j. quantity of Nj. Both, carburizing and nitriding, reactions will occur

: and the rate of reaction will be dependent on the temperature, the

\; N./CCH./H.) ratio, and the available reaction surface. A proper choice

of the process variables may lead to a reaction product of known com-

position and controlled oxygen content. The mixing of separately pre-

pared UC and UN is not necessary and a good degree of mixing and hence

the rapid formation of a homogeneous solid solution may be accomplished

by the application of this process.

As will be shown by the experiments a direct formation of UC N

,- solid solutions in one single reaction does not take place.
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III.4. Experimental

III.4.1. Thennogravimetric experiments

III.4.1.1. Equipment

In order to investigate the kinetics of the formation of VC, and

the simultaneous formation of UC and UN (UN. _ ) at different temperatures

and gas compositions, experiments were done in a Cahn-electrobalance. The

gas composition during the experiments is controlled by a gas mixing and

purification system. A schematic diagram of the equipment is shown in

figure 2.

vent

went

thermo balance

Figure 2.

togravimetric experiments. Schematic view,

at 370 K, MS - molecular sieves, fm = flaw-pate meter)

ire, connected to the left hand balance beam sus-

, on vrhich the uranium metal sample is placed in-

iace tube. A furnace is mounted around this tube,

he sample is measured by a Pt-Pt/10% Rh thermocouple
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placed within the quartz tube near the sample. The weight change is re-

corded as a function of time.

The gas composition in the balance can be controlled by mixing a

stream of a CH,/H_ gas mixture from one side and a stream of a N,/Ar gas

mixture from the other side of the gas supply. Hydrogen and methane are

mixed in a ratio determined by the flow rates indicated by the flow-rate

meters. The mixture is purified with respect to oxygen and water vapour,

the mixture entering the balance is also purified with respect to nitro-

gen. The N_/Ar mixture is admixed after being purified with respect to

oxygen and water vapour. After purification the impurity level in the

reaction gas is for oxygen << 1 ppm and for water vapour < 1 ppm.

III.4.1.2. The formation of 'IC

A piece of metallic uranium was hydrided at 520 K and dehydrided

at 770 K in a flowing CH./H- mixture in the Cahn-electrobalance. A

slight increase in weight of the sample was found after dehydriding

(fig. 3).

6

5

„ 4

0) 3

2

1

0

pCH4/pHa:O.O72

X-rayiUC.UC, " 9

'J\j

f

400

1200

1100

WOO

900

800

700

600

500
200

time (min)

Figure 3

The eavburization of uranium (100 mg U). The weight change and temperature

as a function of time.

After a second time of hydriding at 520 K and dehydriding at 770 K a

larger weight increase of the sample was found at 770 K. Obviously the
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carburizing reaction of the uranium metal starts immediately after de-

driding at 770 K. By increasing the temperature to 1120 K, the rate of

reaction increases and the conversion of the uranium metal becomes complete.

The reaction products: UC and UC_, found by X-ray analysis using a

Guinier camera.

In a s'econd experiment cyclic hydriding-dehydriding of a uranium

sample was performed at 520 K and 770 K, respectively, in a flowing

CH./H- mixture. The procedure can be separated in a hydriding step at

520 K and a reaction step (in this case T = 770 K) after dehydriding.

As can be seen from figure 4, at each reaction step at a temperature of

770 K, a part of the uranium metal is converted into UC with decreasing

reaction rate as a function of time. A new-created uranium metal surface

via a hydriding-dehydriding cycle reacts with the CH, from the CH./H,

mixture more rapidly. This process can be repeated until all uranium

has been converted into UC.

6

S

4

i 3

a
2

1

0

pCH./pH,:O.O66

X ray:UC

A/
JV

n N

^ — 9

too 200

time(min)

400

1200

1100

1000

900 *

• 00 •"

700
a oo

500

Figure 4
The aarburization of uranium (121 tng U). The weight ahange and temperature

as a function of time.
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A similar experiment as shown in figure 4 was done at a reaction

temperature of 870 K (fig. 5); this illustrates the above mentioned pro-

cess more pronounced. The ..^action rate at each reaction step at 870 K

is higher than at 770 K, but a complete conversion of the uranium metal

after two times hydriding is not obtained at 870 K but is achieved at

a temperature of 1120 K (fig. 3)

pCH./pH,: 0.075

X-ray:UC

O> 3

100 200 300

time(min)

1200

1100

woo

•oo

•oo

700

•00

500

Figure 5.

The aarburizatian of uranium (114 mg U). The weight change and temperature

as a function of time.

It is found that the relative amount of converted uranium metal in-

creases due to the introduction of a number of hydriding-dehydriding steps.

These steps result in an increase of the specific surface of the uranium

metal directly after hydriding-dehydriding step [25] and consequently in-

creases the average reaction rate of the carburization reaction per unit

of weight (or volume) U-metal.

The carburization at 1120 K and pCH^/pH, - 0.072 results in the formation

of UC and UC_ (fig. 3), whereas the carburization at 870 K and pCH./pH, - 0.07

results in the formation of single phase UC. This means that according to

thermodynamics (eq. 16) at T < 870 K and pCH./pH. < 0.075 pure monocarbide is ,*

formed. This is confirmed by the experiment at 770 K and with pCH./pHp * 0.066.;

resulting in the formation of uranium monocarbide (fig. 4).
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III.4.1.3. The formation of UC-UN (UNj 5 + x)

The weight change of a uranium metal sample as a function of time

and temperature in a (CH./H-)/^ mixture is shown in figure 6.

1
Ol 2

pCH./pH2:0.065

X-ray: UC.UN

100 200 300

time(min)

400

1200

1100

woo

900

*oo

700

BOO

500

Figure 6

The simultaneous carburization and nitriding of uranium (75 mg U). The weight

ahange and temperature as a function of time.

The separation of a hydriding step at 520 K and a reaction step at 870 K,

as indicated for the carburization experiments, cannot be made. Two reac-

tions occur simultaneously: the carburization with an increased rate im-

mediately after a dehydriding step and a continuous conversion of the

uranium metal into nitride. As a consequence the number of dehydriding

steps and hence the number of reaction steps for the carburization controls

the ratio of formed amounts of carbide and nitrides.

The formation of a solid solution UCj_xNx does not take place in this

process; the reaction product is mainly a mixture of UC and UN, as is shown

by X-ray analysis.
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III.4.1.4. Reaction kinetics

The carburization reaction of uranium metal in a CH,/H_ mixture
4 2

starts immediately after the dehydriding of the formed UH-, i.e. at

a minimum temperature of 770 K.

The formation of UC as a function of time after two times of hydriding-

dehydriding of the uranium metal at 820 K (65.8 mg U) and 1120 K (100 mg U)

is shown in figure 7.

112OK

pCH./pH,:OO75

820 K

pCH,/pH,:O.O65

0 20 40 CO •(> tOO 1*0 140 t»0 1*0 200 220 240

time(min)

Figure 7.

The isothermal formation of UC from U + CH. •*• UC * 2Hfat 820 K and 1120 K.

The curves represent the best fit of a power function to the ex-

perimental data by the method of least squares:

n-2 ^ 0.336For 1120 K : g - 3.2 x 10 t

For 820 K : g = 1.4 x 10~2 t °":
(smol) t in min.

(mmol) t in min.

The carburization will more effectively proceed at higher temperatures

(1120 K, fig. 3). At a reaction temperature of 770 K and 870 K a new -

created uranium surface by a hydriding-dehydriding cycle is necessary

to carburize the next part of the uranium metal. This step can be per-

formed easily due to the extreme high rate of reaction of uranium into

uranium hydride (see for example fig. 5, second and third cycle). During

hydriding the hydrogen will enter into the carbide product layer either

by diffusion or via micro cracks and the underlying uranium metal
3 3

(p « 19.07 g/cm ) will be converted into uranium hydride (p « 10.92 g/cm ).
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>:

Due to the big difference in density of U and UH_, the underlying layer

will increase in volume and the carburized parts will chip off and will be-

come isolated.

By the hydriding-dehydriding cycli the uranium metal becomes fine-

ly divided. As a consequence sintering of the uranium metal particles at

dehydriding should occur. However, in a CH,/H? mixture a carbide will be

formed on the uranium surface immediately after dehydriding. The carbide

will suppress sintering and will keep the particles separated; a con-

dition to obtain fine grained powders in the final product.

The formation of UN as a function of time (after three times

of hydriding-dehydriding) at 820 K in Ar containing 3.81 v/o N- gas mixture

is shown in figure 8. The curve for the formation of UN , represents the

best fit to the experimental data by the method of least squares and results

in a parabolic function: 4.7 x 10 t (nmol) t in min. The time de-

pendence of the formation of UN, . at 1020 K has been found to be also
0.5 1.5+x

t . A parabolic rate law has been reported also in literature [261 and

indicates that the nitriding reaction is diffusion controlled.

28

UN,,., . 820 K
pN,: OO381x» S N/m*

20

Of

o
'* IB
O
E

82OK

12 24 3216 20

tim» (min)

Figure 8.

The formation of UN, , at 820 K (88.5 mg U). FOP comparison the

curve for UC has been included.
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The formation of UN, „ is considerably faster than the formation

of UC under isothermal conditions (fig. 8 ) . In contrast with the car-

i burization reaction, the nitriding reaction occurs also at lower tem-

s peratures (fig. 6 ) . During the simultaneous formation of UC and UN

f (UN. , ) the amount of nitrides formed can be controlled mainly by the

f N_-content in the ^/(CH./H.) gas mixture whereas the amount of carbide

j formed is determined by the number of dehydriding steps in the process.

III.4.2. Powder batch synthesis

III.4.2.1. Introduction

According to the results of the thermogravimetric experiments, the

synthesis of large amounts of powder was performed by a cyclic process.

The same equipment for the gas mixture supply was taken as used for the

thermogravimetric experiments (fig. 2 ) . The Cahn-electrobalance was re-

placed by a furnace and a quartz furnace tube (0.7 m ) . The metal sample

(y 50 g) was placed in a piece of quartz inner tube in the middle of the

furnace (fig. 9 ) .

inner tutM»|

quartz tube

Figure 9.

The apparatus for powder batch synthesis

After three initial hydriding-dehydriding cycli of the uranium

metal in pure hydrogen, a gas mixture of known composition was led into

the quartz furnace tube. The temperature was measured using a Pt-Pt/10% Rh

thermocouple. The temperature gradient over the sample had a maximum of 5 K

at 1070 K.

The nitrogen pressure in the gas mixture is the main determining

factor for the amount of nitrides formed whereas the amount of carbide

is mainly determined by the number of dehydriding steps during the process.

The fraction of nitrides in the reaction product can be correlated to a

process parameter consisting of the N2/CH,-ratio in the gas mixture and
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the number of hydriding dehydriding steps (n). As a provisional process

parameter the ratio (N /CH,)/n is used. At a CH./H. ratio of 0.04-0.06,

the N /CH, ratio varied from 2.92 to 0.04, the number of hydriding-de-

hydriding steps varied from 2 to 11 for the separate experiments. The

hydriding time was 1.5-2 hours in each step and the reaction time in each

step was 2-3 hours for the experiments used for figure 10. As will be shown

below, a more extensive study on the different process variables is needed

to describe the process more accurately.

III.4.2.2. Results and discussion

The powder preparation was performed at temperatures of 820 K

and 1020 K respectively. The temperature of 820 K is a compromise of

the lowest possible temperature of 770 K and the temperature at which

a sufficient high reaction rate for practical application for the car-

burizing reaction is obtained. The temperature of 1020 K was taken in

order to have reference to the temperature generally used for car-

burizing reactions.

The uranium metal used for the powder batch synthesis was taken

from two stocks: the "UKAEA"-uranium and the "a-zaal"-uranium. The re-

sults of analysis of the two types are given in appendix A ) .

No metallic impurities have been introduced during the process (see

appendix A2).

The results of the powder batch synthesis have been collected

in table III.2. In table III.2.a the results obtained from "UKAEA"-

j uranium and in table III.2.O the results from "a-zaal"-uranium are

;, given.

V- The columns in table III.2 represent:

!., X = the composition of the solid solution UC. N after
'^•- 1 — x x

I;' heating the powder mixture at 2180 K for two hours

f- in argon, x was derived from the measured lattice

£ constant [27].

h T = synthesis temperature, the temperature of the reaction
% S

I; step in the cyclic process (K).

i g = weight of the uranium metal used for synthesis (g)

f. CH^/l^ = volume ratio CH./I^ in the gas mixture determined from

f-" the flow-rates.
• N

2 /
C H A = t h e v o l u m e ratio N2/CH in the gas mixture determined

from the flow-rates.
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X-ray analysis

7o 0

= the number of hydriding-dehydriding steps during the "

process.

= the phases present in the reaction product determined

by Guinier film X-ray analysis.

= the weight percentage of oxygen in the reaction product

= specific surface determined by the B.E.T. method (m /g).

TABLE III. 2.

Results of powder batch synthesis .

Table

X

0.00

0.991

0.330

0.397

0.445

0.930

0.955

1.00*

0.00

0.424

0.424

0.486

0.636

0.940

III. 2

T
s

820

820

820

820

820

820

820

820

1020

1020

1020

1020

1020

1020

a. Results from "UKAEA"

8 : CH4/H2

43 0.0512

41 0.0372

30 0.0512

80 0.0357

52 0.0512

60

55

78

39

53

49

50

44

55

0.0653

0.0374

-

0.8512

0.0403

0.0512

0.0371

0.0386

0.0374

N2/CH4

0

0.164

0.167

0.528

0.715

1.083

2.197

-

0

0.194

0.226

0.508

0.671

2.197

n

9

11

5

7

9

1

2

-

5

9

5

7

8

2

uranium

X-ray
analysis

VC

UC

UC,UN,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

UN,U2N3

U2N3
UC

UC.UN

UC.UN

UC,0N,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

%0

0.121

0.170

0.190

0.286

0.288

0.183

0.396

1.2

1.3

1.1

i.ii
i

3.3
i

0.7

0.7

Table III.2.b. Results from "a-zaal"-uranium

0.00

0.13

0.59

1.00*

820

820

820

820

60

54

40

40

0.

0.

0.

0412

0429

0412

-

0.

0.

0

283

483

-

1 4
j 4
i 3
i

UC

UC

UC,UN,U2N3

U 2N 3

0.106 ;

0.748

0.120

0.130

prepared aaaording to the Potter-patent (III. 3. 2.)
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From table III.2. a relationship can be found between the provisional-

ly defined process parameter (tJ2/CH4)/n and the composition x of the

resulting mixture of carbide and nitrides (x = fraction of nitrides).

The result, together with the results of some preliminary experiments

is shown in figure 10 for experiments at N2/CH4 < 1.0 and a reaction

temperature of 820 K.

Figure 10.

The fraction of nitride in the reaction product as a function of the

process parameter (N /CH )/n. N^/CH 4 1.0. Reaction temperature 820 K.

From figure 10 it can be seen that the correlation between the

defined process parameter and the resulting composition of the mixture

formed has a qualitative value only. Due to the scatter in the experi-

mental data, the curve is of little importance for practical applications.

Apparently the description of the process parameter used (N./CH,)/n has to

be improved. Therefore the kinetics of the carburization reaction and of

the nitriding reaction during the course of the process and the dependence

on sample size, gas flow-rates and temperature have to be investigated to

achieve a better process control.
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The oxygen content in carbonitride powders (column 8, table III.2)

is very sensitive to the handling of the samples.

As oxygen is picked up easily between preparation and chemical analysis

the results of the latter are less reliable, particulary when large

values of oxygen content are involved. The oxygen content of the ;>owder

mixtures is increased from ^ 0 . 2 /o 0 in the starting "UKAEA"-uranium

metal to a maximum of i 0.3 w/o 0 in the UC-UN mixture (x = 0.45) and to

/0.4 /o 0 in the U?N_ powder. In the powder mixtures made from "a-zaal"

uranium no significant increase in oxygen content has been found:

Hence the batch synthesis of powders by this process does not have to

lead to an increase of the oxygen content and is determined by the oxygen

content in the starting uranium metal.

Only a small difference in specific surface of the powders prepared

at 820 K and 1020 K has been found. Obviously the (agglomerate) particle

size of the prepared powder is determined by the course of the process during

the carburization and nitriding and seems to be almost independent on reaction

temperature (column 9, table III.2). The equivalent spherical diameter calcu-

lated from the specific surface is "x. 0.4 pm. S.E.M. photographs of the mor-

phology of three pairs of powders prepared at 820 K and 1020 K respectively

are shown in figure 11, indicating that the (agglomerate) particles have

formed larger porous structures of plate-like shape.

A difference in powder characteristics as a consequence of the

synthesis temperature has been found in the size of the crystallites within

the (agglomerate) particles of the powder. The impact of this difference

of crystallite size on the solid solution formation from the mixture and on

the results of reactive sintering is discussed in chapter IV.

The batch synthesis of UC-UN mixtures yields a powder with a good

sinterability (see chapter IV). The technical application of this process,

however, requires an improved description of the process variables in order

to achieve a better control of some product properties, especially the final

.composition.

The use of hydrogen is considered to be a disadvantage for the safety

of the process. An important advantage of this process compared with other

processes is the absence of grinding. This precludes the formation and

spreading of highly pyroforic dust in the production line. Another advantage

is the synthesis at low temperature: the preparation of mixed (U.Pu)(C,N)
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Powders prepared at 820 K

10 /im

Powders prepared at 1020 K

10 am

UC/UN/U2N3 S=1.1m'/fl UC/UN/U2N3 = 07m2g

OC/UN/U2N3 (x=093) S = 1.1m2/g UC/UN/UjN, lx^o.94) S 07m2/g

Figure 71.

S.E.M. photographs of powders prepared at 820 K and 10'iQ K.
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fast breeder fuel does not lead to plutonium losses (depletion) in this

stage of the process due to suboxide volatilization as reported for car-

bothermic reduction prepared mixed carbonitrides [28].

III.5. Conclusions.

- The carburization of uranium by a CH,/H_ gas mixture can be performed

at a minimum temperature of 770 K. This means at a temperature, lower

than the generally accepted minimum of 900 K.

- A complete conversion of the uranium to UC is achieved by a cyclic

process. The total reaction time for the conversion of +_ 100 mg I1 to

UC is only slightly increased from + 300 min at 1120 K to * 400 min

at 770 K using the cyclic process. :

- Uranium monocarbide is formed at a volume ratio CH,/H_ ^ 0.075 at

a temperature T 5 870 K.

- The nitriding reaction can be performed simultaneously with the car-

burization in a cyclic process, resulting in a mixture of UC and

UN(UN 5 + x ) . The formation of UN(UN . + x) occurs continuously.

- The correlation between the resulting composition of a mixture and

the process parameters of the batch process is only determined

qualitatively.

- Specific surface and therefore (agglomerate) particle size of powders

prepared at 820 K and 1020 K respectively do not differ much. The cyclic

character rather than the temperature of the process determines this

powder property. Crystallite size within tha agglomerates is a function of T.

- Batch synthesis of a powder does not lead to an increase of :

the oxygen content. This can be controlled by comparison with the oxygen •

content of the starting uranium metal.

- No metallic impurities are introduced. The impurity level is determined

by the starting material.
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APPENDIX

Analyses UKAEA-uranium and a-zaal-uranium.

Emission spectrographic analysis. Results in ppm based on U.

Ag

Al

B

Cd

Cr

Cu

Fe

Mg
Mn

Mo

Pb

Si

Sn

Ni

V
Zn

P

UKAEA

0.2

> 500

0.7

0.6

10

4

260

-

8

6

-

15

1

25

-

< 50

< 50

a-zaal

0.1

11

0.6

0.6

-

2

45

-

4

1

-

20

1

25

-

< 50

< 50

Oxygen content analysis. Results in % based on VH~

UKAEA a-zaal

7.0 0.197 0.106
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A. 2

Emission spectrographic analysis of samples from "UKAEA"-uranium.

Results in ppm based on U.

Ag

Al

Cr

Cu

Fe

Mg

Mn

Ni

Si

"DKAEA"-
uranium

< 0.5

400

8

4

50

4

5

20

10

x = 0.00

15

% 1000

15

5

100

4
10

60

10

x = 0.486

15

i> 1000

15

5

100

4

10

30

10

x = 1.00

15

<>. 1000

15

5

100

4

8

20

10

Emission spectrographic analysis of samples from "a-zaal"-uranium.

Results in ppm based on U.

Ag
Al

Cr

Ca

Fe

Mg

Mn

Ni
Si

ct-zaal
uranium

< 0.1

10

5

8

10

15

2

20

10

x * 0.00

< 0.1

100

15

8

25

6

10

70

20

x - 0.59

< 0.1

50

10

8
10

2

5

50

15

x = 1.00

< 0.1

25

5

8

10

2

2

20

10
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IV. THE SINTERING PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARBONITRIDES

IV.1. Introduction

I The investigations on the sintering properties of uranium carbo-

•• nitrides, as described in this chapter, have been done in order to

, determine and to understand the m a m parameters that influence the

sintering result of compacts of powders prepared according to the pro-

\ cess described in chapter III. The investigations and discussion will

have a technological character, the aim being mainly the improvement

of the microstructure of the sintered ceramics. The description of the

sample preparation and the experimental procedure will be comprehensive

with respect to the many factors which influence and disturb the homo-

geneity of the U-C-N-system, which in turn determines the sintering

result to a high extent.

In the first part of this chapter the sintering process and the

main parameters determining the sintering result will be described and

a short literature review of the sintering of uranium carbide, -carbo-

j nitride and -nitride will be given. A mutual comparison of all reports

that have been published on this subject is impossible due to the large

number of variables determining the sintering result and the fact that

these variables are in most cases ill-defined or are not mentioned by

the authors. Those reports have therefore been selected in which the

relevant parameters, such as powder synthesis, powder properties and

sintering atmosphere have been recognized.

In the second part the experimental procedure is described and

the results of sintering experiments will be presented and will be

discussed, followed by a summary of the conclusions.

i IV.2. Literature review

j

i IV.2.1. The sintering process

I
I During sintering four groups of mechanisms of material transport



may be operative:

- volume diffusion

- surface and grain-boundary diffusion

- viscous flow or liquid phase sintering

- evaporation and condensation.

For monophasic uranium carbonitrides volume diffusion and grain-boundary

diffusion will be the main operating mechanisms. If a liquid uranium phase

is present, liquid phase sintering will dominate and some evaporation and

condensation will occur. Viscous flow will contribute significantly only

when large quantities (10-30 vol. %') liquid uranium exists.

The shrinkage-producing mechanisms volume and grain-boundary dif-

fusion act more effectively during the initial as well as the inter-

mediate stage of sintering when compacts of small particles are used.

The rate of densification is then inversely proportional to some power

of the particle size. Recently, Greskovich et al. Til have shown the

importance of the particle size in sintering processes of covalently

bonded solids as in these materials grain-boundary diffusion is the

shrinkage producing mechanism. Its contribution to densification is

large enough only with small particles.

During sintering grain growth occurs. The kinetics of grain growth

generally depends on the migration of pores, the migration of impurities

or coalescence of a second phase. In order to achieve a high density in

sintering, the grain boundaries and pores (as the sources and sinks for

the diffusing atoms,respectively) have to be kept close together.

An ultimate density is only to be expected where pores remain attached

to the grain boundaries during densification.

Brook [2] has derived possible interactions between spherical pores

with single grain boundaries as functions of pore size and grain size

during grain growth. When the pore velocity, V , becomes less than the

boundary velocity, V, , separation of pores from the boundary occurs.

When the pores migrate with the boundary, i.e. when V - V. , either

the pores control or the boundary mobility controls. The types of in-

teraction as a function of grain size vs pore size have been visualized

in figure 1.
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/—1
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pore control

"/• impurity

0.0001 0.001 10 too0.001 0.1 1

port diamatar

Figure 1
Dependence of pore-boundary interaction on miaro-structural parameters in
a pure system where pores move by surface diffusion over the pore surface.

After Brook [21.

For figure 1 it has been assumed that the pores move by surface diffusion

(a realistic assumption for raonophasic U(C,N)) and that the interpore

spacing is equal to the grain size, being an approximation to the situation

in the final stage of sintering. If the pores move by another mechanism

(volume diffusion, gas phase diffusion) a different picture is obtained,

as shown by Brook [2].

The effect of impurities is the decrease of the boundary motion due

to the impurity-drag effect [3] and hence the increase of the boundary

control region. This is indicated in figure 1 for \7. impurity.

In practice this means that the final densification is dependent on

particle size (distribution) and pore size (distribution) in the green

compact and the development during the sintering stage.

Particle size distribution

A model for the relationship between densification and particle size

distribution has been developed by Lacour and Paulus C4]. They derived that

an increase in deneification is obtained when the standard deviation in

initial grain size distribution a < 0.2. Pore enclosure (leading to rest
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porosity) is dependent on the ratio y /y (where 7 and y are the

surface tension against solid and vapour,respectively) and is strongly

advanced by the curvature of the grain boundary [5]. As this local

curvature increases as the difference in grain sizes occurring in the

powder increases, the presence of extreme large particles promotes the

possible enclose of pores within the grains. Therefore powders with a

small standard deviation in grain size distribution and with the absence

of extreme large particles have to be used to create suitable conditions

to achieve a high ultimate density.

Pore size distribution

Not only the particle size distribution but also the pore size

(distribution) influences the densification. Kingery and Francois£63

have derived a relation between the y /y ratio and the pore size/

grain size ratio to which pore shrinkage or pore growth occurs. For

Y Jy - 0.38 as has been observed for UC [7] and a pore diameter/grain
ss sv

diameter > 1.5 pore growth occurs. This is of practical importance as

in real powder systems the powder particles will not be regularly packed

and local differences may lead to conditions of pore growth or to local

porosities where further densification is thennodynamically impeded. [5].

Particularly, in the application of fine grained powder this occurs due

to the often observed formation of agglomerates of different geometry

in these powder systems. The importance of grain size distribution and

pore size distribution has recently been shown for densification of com-

pacts of substituted zirconia powder of totally different morphology [83.

Impurities •

The effect of impurities, as shown in figure 1, is the reduction i

of the boundary mobility when the phase is attached to the boundary. '.

| If a liquid second phase is present (like liquid uranium in uranium _;'

T carbonitrides) the boundary mobility is increased compared with the '

$• solid second phase effect as the diffusion coefficients of the matrix j

j; '. atoms in this liquid phase are relatively high. The boundary control j

;; region is then increased. i

i I
3 Reactive sintering j

1
In a reactive sintering process, e.g. sintering of a powder mixture i

of UC and UN, diffusion processes due to solid solution formation and |

mechanisms of material transport for geometrical changes are competing .

processes. The influence on the sintering result cannot be predicted
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beforehand, but in general it can be stated that the occurence of density

changes and stresses (as a consequence of solid solution formation) will

have a negative influence on the sintering result.

Sintering atmosphere

The influence of the sintering atmosphere on the densification is

of two kinds. If the atmosphere contains gases that change the defect

structure of the material the diffusion coefficients in the matrix

material or the surface diffusion will change and hence the sintering

behaviour is influenced. For instance, the nitrogen pressure determines

the sintering result of uranium mononitride; this will be discussed later.

If the atmosphere in shrinking isolated pores is strictly inert tht

internal pressure will reach equilibrium with the surface tension which

is the driving force for shrinkage. Gas diffusion rates and solubility

of the gas in the material will then become rate controlling. Starting

from a porosity fraction P = 0.07 of pores of 0.07 iim diameter at the

moment that the pores become isolated, a final diameter is calculated

•-' for insoluble gas containing shrunk pores of 1.9 x 10 pa. These pores re-

present a porosity fraction P = 3 x 10 [9]. (The equilibrium gas pres-
j 2 2

sure is then 5 x 10 N/m .) Therefore the contribution to rest porosity

from this mechanism is negligible. Coalescence of these pores, however,

leads to an increase of pore size at another internal gas pressure and

hence to a larger porosity fraction than calculated.

IV.2.2. The sintering properties

The powder compact

The preparation method of a powder determines the crystallite size,

homogeneity and morphology and therefore the pressing and sintering pro-

perties to a high extent.

A comprehensive examination of the sintering properties of powder

compacts of UC from four different powder preparation methods is dis-

cussed by a BMI-report in 1960 [10]. The compacts were sintered in

vacuum. The results have been collected in table IV.1.
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Table IV. 1.

Results of vaauvm sintering studies on various types of UC [101

i £

n

Preparation method

Crushed from the melt

Carbothermic
reduction

U + CH4

Sintering

1 hour 2170 K

po

65

69

54

53

P1

74

70

80

84

Ap

9

1

26

31

procedure

2 hours 2170 K

o

{ 6 7

67

65

56

54

83

94

98

86

92

Ap

16

27

33

30

38

presence of free metallic uranium phase

PQ - green density f% th.d.), p - sintered density (% th.d.)3

Ap = densifioation (% th. d.).

The powders obtained from the melt and the carbothermic reduction

can be considered to be "coarse" grained powders (particle diameter

i/ 25 ym), whereas the metal-gas reactions result in finer grained powders

(particle diameter i» 10 \im). As can be seen from Table IV. 1. sintering

for one hour results in a higher density (p ) of the finer grained powder

compacts due to a higher densification rate as a consequence of the smal-

ler grain size. The density after sintering for two hours is lower for the

fine grained compacts. Nothing has been reported on particle size dis-

tribution or geometrical properties of the compact, e.g. the presence

of agglomerates that may well be present in the fine grained powder

compacts. An indication for this is the difference in green density

(pQ): 67% th.d. and 54% th.d. for coarse grained and fine grained powder

compacts, respectively. Despite the lower densification rate the compacts

of coarse grained powders sinter to higher final density. Reshetnikov C113

reported an improvement of the sintering result (up to 95% th.d.) when

a granulation step and hence the elimination of agglomerates is intro-

duced in the pressing of fine grained UC-powder compacts.
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A similar study on the sintering properties of UN of various type

was done by Siebmanns [12]. Powders of U«N. prepared by metal-gas reac-

tion were reduced to UN at 1270 K in vacuum. The "coarse" grained powder

was obtained from the direct reaction of nitrogen with a piece of metal-

lic uranium, the fine grained powder was obtained from the reaction of

nitrogen with finely divided uranium (via UH,). The sintered densities
4 2

after 15 hours sintering at 2500 K (pN_ = 4 x 10 N/m ) are shown in

table IV.2.

Table IV. 2.

Results of sintering studies on various types of UN I" 12].

Preparation method

Particle size (pm)

sintered density
(X th.d.)

Grainsize (ym) in
the sintered compact

Hydrogenated/nitrided

•v 20

92.8

35

directly

< 63

77.5

25

nitrided

> 63

82,6

32

The green density of the pressed eompaats was 62-64% th.d.

From table IV.2. the conclusion can be drawn that in this case the powder

preparation method and hence the powder characteristics determine strongly

the sintering result. The densification rate can not be determined due

to the long sintering time, but it can be stated that the final sintered

density is considerably higher for the fine grained powder compact.

As for the sintering studies on UC and U(C,N) for these UN-powders

comprehensive studies on the particle size distribution and geometrical

properties of the powder compacts are lacking and an analysis of the re-

lation between sintering properties and the powder (and compact) properties

as a consequence of their synthesis method is impossible to make. The

sintering studies on the powder compacts made from fine grained powders

prepared by metal-gas reaction show that sintered bodies with a final

density for UC 95% th.d. [11] and for UN 90-93% th.d. [12,13,14] can

be obtained. The results of reactive sintering experiments of mixtures

of UC and UN (90-95% th.d. sintered density [13]) give also good prospects

in that direction.

i
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The sintering atmosphere

Tennery et al. [14] and Siebmanns [12] found a strong dependence

of the sintering properties of UN on the sintering atmosphere. Particu-

larly the influence of the nitrogen pressure of UN has been investigated

by Tennery. Two different series of sintering experiments were done:

The sintering of five compacts of UN at a constant N,-pressure of
5 2

1.5 x 10 N/m at temperatures ranging from 1870-2370 K (A-E, fig. 2)

and the sintering of five compacts of UN at N--pressures increasing

from 2.5 x 10~2 N/m2 at 1870 K to 65 N/m2 at 2370 K (A'-E1, fig. 2 ) .

The results are shown in figure 2.

WOO 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400

Figure 2.

Effeat of Ng-pressure on densification of UN sintered for 2 hours.

The density of compacts sintered at low N,-pressure A*-Ef

2 z

(pN~ < 65 N/m ) i s always higher than the density of compacts
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5 2
sintered at pN« = 1.5 x 10 N/m A-E (fig. 2). As the volume diffusion

coefficient of the slowest diffusing species, uranium, in UN increases

with increasing pN, [15], the densification is not controlled by volume

diffusion. In that case the opposite results should be obtained. The

sintering properties of UN are also influenced by small amounts of oxygen

[12,16]. As there is no systematic difference in oxygen content in the

| two series A-E and A^E1 (fig. 2), their different behaviour cannot be

f explained by this effect.

', The increase in sintered density of UN pellets with decreasing

'; Nj-pressure has also been shown by Siebmanns [12]. The density of UN

pellets after sintering for 15 hours at 2000 K in N_, N-/H, = 7/1, Ar

i and H 2 (p = 5 x 104 N/m2) increased from 13.3, 13.5, 13.6 to 13.7 g/cm3,

i respectively. The slight difference in density when the inert gases Ar

• ' and H~ are used may be explained by a difference in nitrogen content of

•,' these gases. Unfortunately, no data have been given on this content.

' In conclusion it can be stated that the sintering behaviour of UN

is not controlled by volume diffusion and is strongly dependent on ni-

'•> trogen pressure particularly at lower sintering temperatures.

:j Knowing the dependence of the sintering properties of UN pellets 1

used. Fretreatment of some powder batches, e.g. firing at 1270 K in

vacuu

IV. 4.

2
vacuum (̂  1 N/m ) in order to convert UoN3 i-nto W will be mentioned in

{» on ^-pressure there has to be reckoned with a similar dependence for

| uranium carbonitrides. \

IV.3. Experimental

IV.3.1. Starting material

For the sintering experiments, as described in this chapter, the

prepared powder batches, collected in table III.2, chapter III, were
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IV.3.2. Equipment

IV.3.2.1. Isostatic pressing

The pressing of the powder compacts has been done by isostatic

pressing. The procedure consists of three steps: the loading of the

rubber containment in the argon-containing glove box, the pressing of

the powder mass in a pressing chamber outside the glove box and the

removal of the rubber containment, again inside the glove box.

The powder is loaded in a thin membrane of latex rubber containing

a flexible FVC supporting tube of 10 mm. diameter and 0.8 mm. thickness

(fig. 3).

to vacuum

rubber mambrana

PVC supporting tub*

brass sampto hokter

tapping systam

Figure S.

Equipment for powder fill before isostatie pressing.

As the dimensional uniformity of the compact is directly de-

pendent on the uniformity of the powder fill, the powder is tapped into the

latex rubber membrane. After the PVC tube is completely filled up

(height i 10 mm) the argon in the enclosed powder is removed by means

of a vacuum pump. The compress is closed gas-tight in order to avoid

sample impurities by gases from the atmosphere.
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Outside the glove box a second bag is threefold tied around the

compress and is placed in a pressing chamber. The applied pressure in
5 2

the experiments is 3900 x 10 N/m , maintained for 5 minutes each time.

During pressing the powder compact is subjected to equal pressure from

all directions. No wall friction exists such as in die pressing. It has

been claimed that the compact obtained in this way has a very uniform

density throughout [17]. For fine grained powders this is discussable

due to preferential formation of stable agglomerates in this kind of

powder. However, the uniformity will at least be better than with die

pressing.

After a slow release of the pressure the compress is taken out

and the second, oil-contaminated bag is removed. Now the still gas-tight

closed compact is brought into the argon glove box again, and the last

rubber membrane and supporting tube are removed.

The density of the pressed compact is measured inside the glove

box by mercury displacement. The accuracy of this determination is

estimated to be +_ 0.5% of the theoretical density.

IV.3.2.2. Sintering

A schematic view of the equipment for sintering experiments is

shown in figure 4.

furnac* window
Li

pyrax tub*
induction coil

A'

VWK

water
supply

cantrator

Hrt-T«C crucibla

gas supply

-it-Mack body
cavity
m

support
cross-sact ion A-A' (4x)

Figure 4.
Equipment for sintering
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The main part is the pyrex tube and the water cooled copper con-

centrator containing a TaC crucible mounted on an alundum support bar.

See cross-section A-Ar.
!

! In a glove box the powder compact is placed inside the TaC crucible.
i
'; The pyrex tube equipment is assembled, closed gas-tight, taken out of

I the glove box and placed within the induction coil, as shown in fig. 4.

; The tube is connected to the gas purification system and is flushed

j' by the purified gas.

, The induction coil is mounted on a Radyne 150 R.F. generator,

• 450 kHs, 15 kW. After the system has been flushed sufficiently, the

tantalum carbide crucible is heated by the induction coil with a heating

rate of 10 K/mv.n. The temperature is measured through the furnace window

with an optical type of disappearing filament pyrometer calibrated for

this equipment at the Van Swinden Laboratory, The Hague. The temperature

reading is done on the black body hole of the TaC crucible. The ac-

curacy of the pyrometer temperature reading in the sintering temperature

range is given to be 10 K. As the sample is completely enclosed by

the crucible, which is contained in a homogeneous electro magnetic field

in the concentrator, the temperature within the crucible is assumed to be

; homogeneous. The outer surface temperature gradient over the crucible is

is found to be 30 K at 2180 K.

After sintering at the maximum temperature the crucible is cooled

with the same rate of 10 K/min. The pyrex tube is closed, disconnected

from the gas purification system and brought into the glove box. The

sintered compact is taken out of the crucible and is then ready for

examination.

IV.4. Results and discussion

The results of the sintering experiments have been summarized in

table A.I. a, b and c in Appendix Al. In table A.I a and b the results

have been collected of powders prepared from the "UKAEA" uranium batch

(analysis see chapter III) at 820 K and 1020 K respectively. In table

A. 1 c the results of powders prepared from "ct-zaal" uranium (analysis

chapter III) are given.
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IV.4.1. Sintering temperature and time

Powder compacts of UC and VCQ 5gNQ ̂  were sintered at different

temperatures and their densities were measured. The results are shown

in figure 5.

100

2200

Figure 5.

The sintering results of UC and UC'Q J J . 2 at different temperatures.

As can be seen from figure 5, the optimal temperature for sintering

of both UC and UCQ 5 gN 0 ^' is above 2000 K.

The determination c-f the optimal sintering time was also done with

sample composition. UCQ cg^O 47 a t a sintering temperature of 2080 K

(fig. 6).

100

90

8,

70

eo

uc.,

0

MNU 3 2080 KAr

0
0

2 4 6 *

tiiM(hr)

figure 6.

The sintered density of UC0mSgN0t42 at different times.

From figure 6 it follows that the sintering time does not play

a significant role provided t > 2 hours. Based on data from literature

and these experiments a sintering time of 3 hours was fixed. Longer times

are required for UN, according to McLaren [167 (2-10 hrs), and Siebmanns

[12] (% 15 hrs).
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IV.4.2. Sintering atmosphere

The influence of the sintering atmosphere on the sintering result

after 3 hours sintering at 2180 K in Ar and He has been examined. The

results for various compositions have been collected in table IV.3.

The sintered density

Table IV. S.

th.d.)> S hrs, 2180 K3 of various samples.

Sample

UC

°CO.91NO.O9

U C0.67N0.33

U C0.60N0.40
*

U C0.55N0.45

UCO.O7NO.O3*

U C0.04N0.96

UN

He

87.4
{87.9

95.6

94.0

«4.0

91.2
{95.5

93.i

81.2

89.3

Ar

86.6
87.4

94.7

94.0

92.5
91.2
96.6
87.5

76.3

88.0

pHe"pAr

1
+ 0.8
+ 0.5

+ 0.9

- 2.3

+ 1.5
0.0

- 1.4
+ 5.6

+ 4.9

+ 1.3

i
results of samples obtained from powders

after 2 firs, 1270 K> vacuum.

The last column of table IV.3 shows the difference in sintered

density in He (p ) and Ar (PAr)• Except for the samples UCQ 6 7N Q 3 3

and UC0 ̂ Q ^ the sintered density in helium atmosphere tends to be

somewhat higher than in argon atmosphere, particularly in the UN rich

region.

The experiment concerning the sintering atmosphere was done because

of the results of Siebmanns [12] on the sintering properties of UN in

different atmospheres. As there is no evidence for chemical influence

of Ar or He (the nitrogen content is given to be 30 ppm in Ar and 20 ppm

in He) obviously the difference in physical properties of the gas (dif-

fusion coefficient, solubility) influences Che sintering result.
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Although the differences are not convincing, helium is preferred

on account of the differences found for UN-rich uranium carbonitride

samples.

IV.4.3. The presence of U.N. phase

The powder prepared according to the procedure, described in

chapter III, consists of a mixture of UC and UN. At the use of higher

nitrogen pressures during the synthesis, U,N will also be present. The

U2 N3 P h a s e c a n b e converted into UN at 1270 K in vacuum and the resulting

powder is again a mixture of UC and UN. This means that, except for the

pure UC and UN powders, reactive sintering is applied in the sintering

experiments. As will be discussed later, the best sintering results are

achieved with powders where solid solution formation and sintering pro-

cesses are mainly separated.

The difference in sintering properties of untreated powders (type I)

and treated ones (type II, treatment: 2 hrs, 1270 K in vacuum) has been examined

in determining the sintered density of compacts from these powder samples.

Densities after sintering for 3 hours at 2180 K in helium are given

in table IV.4. and fig. 7.

Table IV. 4.

Sintering results of different types of powder samples.

Powder sample

UCC0.91N0.09

UC0.67N0.33

UC0.60N0.40

UC0.55N0.45

UC0.41N0.59

UC0.07N0.93

UN

X-ray powder analysis
(Guinier)

I

UC.UN

UC,UN,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

UC,UN,U2N3

UN,U2N3

U2N3

II

UC,UN

UC.UN

UC.UN

UC.UN

UC.UN

UC.UN

UN

Sintered
(% th

I

95.6

94.0

94.0

95.5

89.9

86.6

79.0

density
.d.)

II

94.9

96.5

96.9

97.0

92.1

93. J

89.3
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too

00

70

3hr2180K He

x as prepared (I)

o2hr1270K0.1N/m2 (II)

Figure 7.

The effect of heat treatment of powders on the sintered density of
uranium carbonitrides of different composition.

The sintered density of compacts of powders which contained ^^^

phase is increased by the removal of Vfly Pretreatment of the powder

sample that did not contain U2N3 (UCQ g jN Q Q g) does not result in an

increase.

The B.E.T.-surface of the powders do not change significantly due

to the heat treatment at 1270 K, which indicates the absence of change

in dimension and surface properties of the powder crystallites.

During the sintering process of a U«N,-containing powder compact

the U2N, decomposes at ̂  1270 K. Simultaneously the ̂ -pressure increases

and the local geometry in the compact changes, and both affect the sin-

tering process. In order to separate the consequences of geometrical-

and N -pressure change a stop at 1370 K for 20 minutes and at 1470 K for

20 minutes was introduced in the heating cycle. The nitrogen pressure,

built up in the sintering equipment during the decomposition of l ^ j i n

the specimen is reduced during the interruptions. The changes in

heating cycle dit not result in a change in sintering result; see

table IV.5.
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Table IV. 5.

Sample

UC0.55N0.45

UC0.07N0.93

Phases (x-ray)
in powder

UC,UN,2U2N3

UN,U2N3

i

Sintered density (% th.d.)

Continuous heating
to 2180 K

95.2

86.6

interruptions at
1370 K and 1470 K

95.9

85.5

In conclusion it can be stated that the decomposition of U_N, in

situ is responsible for the difference in sintering result. The theoreti-

cal density of U ^ = 11.24 g/cm3, that of UN = 14.33 g/cm3. A change

in local geometry in the compact will occur at places where U,N, is present.

This change obviously reduces the ultimate result of sintering.

IV.4.4. The powder synthesis temperature

Powder batches were prepared at 820 K and 1020 K, according to

the process described in chapter III. The difference in sintering proper-

ties will be considered in this paragraph.

Compacts of powders of comparable composition and different synthesis

temperature (Tg) were sintered in He or Ar at 2180 K for 3 hours. Compacts

of "as prepared" powder (type I) and compacts of powder additionally heated

for two hours at 1270 K in vacuum (type II) were sintered. The results

have been collected in table IV.6.
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TABLE IV. 6.

The sintered density (% th.d.) of compacts of powders of different type
and of different synthesis temperature (820 K and 1020 K)

Sample

UC0.58N0.42

UC0.55N0.45

UC0.52N0.48

UC0.41N0.59

UC0.36N0.64

0C0.07N0.93

UC0.04N0.96

Untreated

820 K

95.9

89.9

86.6

powder (I)

1020 K

82.2

79.9

79.4

77.1

Powder 2 hrs

820 K

96.9

92.1

93.1

, 1270 K (II)

1020 K

85.1

79.1

83.4

Sintering
atmosphere

Ar

He

He

He

Ar

He

He

The sintering of the different powders differ considerably: Powder

compacts of powder samples prepared at 820 K sinter to higher densities

than compacts of powders prepared at 1020 K with comparable composition.

This applies for untreated (type I) as well as heat treated powder samples

(type II).

The specific surface (B.E.T.) of the UCn , CN. / c powder (820 K) and

the UC_ J 2 N Q Ag powder (1020 K) has been measured: 1.1 m"/g and

0.7 ra /g respectively. As the difference in sintering properties can

not be explained by the difference in specific surface, other powder

characteristics have to be considered. Some relevant powder characteristics

can be derived from the X-ray powder diffraction diagram.

During the synthesis of the powder from metallic uranium, nuclei of

UC and UN will be formed on the uranium surface. Growth of the nuclei

leads to crystallites of a certain size. The formation as well as the

growth of the nuclei depend on temperature. In the case that the powder

sample consists of a mixture of UC and UN the X-ray powder diffraction

diagram will show two separated {111}reflections of UC at 20 - 31.23° and UN
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at 20 = 31.71°. If UC and UN have formed a solid solution, only one single

{111} reflection exists at (for UCQ 5 5N Q 45> 20 = 31.4° (fig. 8).

Figure 8.

The X—ray powder diffraction diagram of the {111} reflections of a mixture
d i

p ff g f
of VC and UN, and the solid solution VC' ccNn

Urn 0V I / .

Diagrams were made of powder samples prepared at 820 K and 1020 K

with a UC:UN ratio of 0.55:0.45 and 0.52:0.48 respectively. The U-N. phase

has been converted into UN by heating the powder at 1270 K for two hours

in vacuum. The X-ray diffraction diagram of the {111} reflections of the

powder prepared at 820 K shows one single broad {111} peak, whereas in

the diagram of the powder prepared at 1020 K two different peaks of UC

and UN origin can be distinguished (fig. 9a). The profile of the diagrams

shown in fig. 9a can be explained by the broadening of the peaks of a

mixture of single phase particles of UC and UN with small crystallite

size, by the partial formation of a solid solution of a composition in

between or by a combination of these two effects.

During the synthesis at 1020 K the formation of a solid solution

is more likely than at 820 K due to the higher temperature. Yet the

diagram of the 1020 K powder shows two peaks. Therefore the crystallite

size in the 1020 K powder has to be larger than in the 820 K powder.

Whereas successive heating of the 820 K sample for two hours at 1470 K

results in a homogeneous VCQ ,,-NQ ., phase, the 1020 K sample is still in-

homogeneous (see fig. 9b and 9 c, respectively). Heating of the 1020 K sample

at 1670 K for two hours leads to a homogeneous phase. The different behaviour

of the samples with respect to the formation of a solid solution at a certain
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Powder prepared at 820 K Powder prepared at 1020 K
(x = 0.45) (* = 0.48)

20 314

2 h r . i270 K

20 314

+ 2hr 1470 K

a« at*
+ 2 hr 1570 K

314

+ 2 hr 1470 K

314

+ 2 hr 1570 K

Figure 9
The X-ray powder diffraction diagram of the ill:} reflection of two

powder samples.
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temperature can also be explained by the difference in crystallite

size: The 1020 K sample shows separated UC and UN peaks in fig. 9a

due to larger crystallites compared with the 820 K sample. As a conse-

quence longer reaction times or higher reaction temperatures (given the

reaction time) are required to form a homogeneous solid solution (fig.

9b and c).

During the heating of a compact during sintering a homogeneous

U(C,N) phase will be formed. In a compact of a powder prepared at 820 K

the homogeneous U(C,N) phase will be present at a lower temperature and

within a shorter time than a compact of a powder prepared at 1020 K.

Hence a good homogeneity of the powder in an early stage of the sintering

process determines the sintering result to a high extent.

This conclusion is confirmed by the following experimental results.

A powder prepared at 1020 K (UC : UN = 0.36:0-64) was heated at 2080 K

for two hours, forming a homogeneous U(C,N) solid solution. The powder

was ground, pressed to a compact and sintered in Ar at 2180 K for 3 hours.

The sintered density of the compact was 93.3% th.d. Whereas the density

of a compact of an untreated powder was 83.4% th.d.

IV.4.5. Non-stoichiometric UC

The homogeneity range of UC broadens at higher temperatures, as

shown in chapter II, fig. 1. A more detailed picture is given-

in figure 10.

2800

2600

2400

2200

— 2000
K
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1200

(1)

B

d
IKO'UC

U(s)»UC

f
UC

single phase

A

\
: \

0.8

C/U. atom ratio
Figure 10

A part of the phase diagram of the U-C-system.
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A sample A of hypostoichiometric UC, with 0.97 < x < 1 sintered at

2180 K (Tj) will result in a homogeneous UC phase sample after cooling

(fig. 10), whereas samples B and C sintered at 2030 K (T_) and 1880 K (T.)

are expected to contain a free metallic uranium phase. This is indeed shown

in f ig . 11 A, B and C.
50 fttn 50 ̂ im 50 um

A. UC sintered at 2180 K a UC sintered at 2030 K C. UC sintered at 1880 K

Figure 11.

Uiavostvuatuve of UC-samples. The bright phase on the piotuves is free
metallic uranium.

There is a considerable difference in sintering properties of hypo-

and hyperstoichiometric UC samples. Compacts of powders prepared at 820 K

sinter to different densities (3 hrs. 2180 K, He):

Hypostoichiometric UC : 99,1 % th.d. (figure 11.A)

Hyperstoichiometric UC : 87.7 % th.d.

The hyperstoichiometryof the latter has been determined by metallographic

examination of the sintered compact. The dark needle shaped precipitation

within the UC-grains in figure 12 are typical UC, precipitations.

Figure 12.

Sintered UC sample shewing VC* precipitation.
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This difference in sintering behaviour is explained by the much

higher diffusion coefficient of U (the slowest diffusing species) in hypo-

stoichiometric UC at sintering temperatures. At 2270 K the volume diffusion

coefficient of U in UC is 10 cm /s and it has a minimum value of
— 1 4 2 o.yJ

10 cm /s in UC, „ r18], resulting in an intrinsic lower sintering

activity of hyperstoichiometric UC. A second cause for the observed dif-
3

ference is the precipitation of UC-, having a lower density (11.7 g/cm )

than UC (13.6 g/cm3).

Two hyperstoichiometric (C/U > 1) UC powder samples have been pre-

pared at 820 K and 1020 K. In sintering experiments the following re-

sults have been obtained:

hyperstoichiometric UC prepared at 820 K: 87.9 % th.d.,

hyperstoichiometric UC prepared at 1020 K: 79.5 % th.d.

(Both sintered 3 hours, 2180 K ) .

For UC powder preparation at 820 K and 1020 K (from "UKAEA" uranium batch)

; the ratio of CH./H, in the used gas atmosphere was 0.0507 and 0.0535, re-

spectively. As the C H A / H ? r a ti° f o r t h e preparation of stoichiometric UC has

to be decreased at increasing temperature (chapter III) and the sample pre-

pared at 820 K is already hyperstoichiometric (C/U > 1, fig. 12), the sample

prepared at 1020 K will have a yet larger deviation from stoichiometry. Ap-

parently the sintered density is decreased with increasing deviation from

stoichiometry C/U.

I IV.4.6. Oxygen content

f: The sintered density of compacts of the same composition (x = 0.10

i.; and x = 1) but from different uranium batches do not differ much. Although

t, the oxygen content of the uranium batches differ, it is not likely that

"A the slight differences in final density is a consequence of the oxygen

j content (table IV.7).

:j

|| The results for UN compacts (table IV. 7) are in agreement with the

I results of Siebmanns [12] and McLaren [16]: The sintered density (at '

| a. 2000 K) being almost independent on oxygen content from 0.10 to 0.40 j

>j /o 0 for short sintering times (< 24 hours). |

'I
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Table IV. 7.

Sintering result and oxygen content, 3 hours, 2180 K, Helium.

Sample
composition

UC0.91N0.09

UC0.87N0.13

UN

UN

Uranium batch

UKAEA

a-zaal

UKAEA

a-zaal

% oxygen
before sintering

0.170

0.743

0.396

0.130

sintered density
% th.d.

95.6

94.5

89.3

91.2

% oxygen
after sinter:

0.304

0.198

0.199

The oxygen content of the starting uranium batches: "UKAEA": 0.197 W/o 0

and "a-zaal": 0.106 W/o 0.

Obviously there is also an independence of oxygen content for UC-rich

compositions (x = 0.10) in this range of oxygen content (table IV.7).

The oxygen content of the UN compacts after sintering is within the

limits of the maximum solubility of U0 in UN: 0.16-0.24 w/o 0 (chapter II),

indicating that a monophasic material has been obtained. This is confirmed

by metallographic examination and by x-ray analysis: No second phase could

be detected.

IV.4.7. Microstructure development

In UC compacts made from "a-zaal" uranium the grain size increases

with sintering temperature at the same high density. The microstructure

development is shown in figure 13.

UC. 1880K. 97.9% thd.

D = 85 fim

UC, 2030 K, 98.8% th.d. UC,2180K.99.1%th.d.

D = 120 fivn
Figure 13.

The microstructure of UC samples after 3 hours sintering in helium.
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Sintering of UN compacts for longer times leads to samples of higher

density and larger grains. The results of UN samples from different uranium

batches have been summarized in table IV.8. In figure 14 the microstructure

development of sintered compacts of UN is shown.

Table IV. 8.

Surmary of the sintering results of UN samples (2180 K, He)

Sample composition j Uranium batch j sintered density | sintered density j sintered density!
3 hrs (% th.d.) : 9 hrs (Z th.d.) j 18 hrs (Z thd.d):

UN

UN

a-zaal

UKAEA

91.2

89.3

92.2

95.0

so pm

.-.J". • . ' • . i -•

»":. . * <•'•:•

•' / *""-'*

UN. 3 hr 2180 K. He

91.2%th.d.

UN. 9 hr 2180 K.He

92.2%th.d.
Figure 14.

. , • • ' .

UN. 18 hr 2180K.He

95%trtd.

The mCovostruoture development of UN samples.

From metallographic examination it is found that in sintered compacts

of UC, U(C,N) and UN pores are located on the grain boundaries as wel as

within the grains (fig. 13 and 14).

Because of the similarity of the powder synthesis of each powder batch

the geometrical powder characteristics will be about the same (chapter III).

From this hypothesis it follows that the microstructure development during

the sintering process is mainly determined by variables other than geometri-

cal parameters in the green compact (IV.2.i). As uranium diffuses far more

slowly than carbon or nitrogen in UC and UN respectively (table IV. 9) uranium

diffusion is the rate determining step in densification by some effective dif-

fusion process.
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Table IV. 9.

The volume self-diffusion coefficients of U, C and N at 2080 K.

D" = 7 x 10~ 1 4 cm2/s, Matzke et al. [191 and Sarian et al [20]
UC1.0

D!J = ^ 10~" cm2/s , Mat2ke et al. [18]
UC0.93

D^c = 4 x 10~
7 cm2/s , Lee et al. [21]

DJjjj = 6 x )0~ 1 5 cm2/s , at pN2 = I0
3 N/m2, Reimann /et al. [22]

and 5 x 10~17 cm2/s, at pN2 = 10
2 2 *

D ^ = 8 x lO"11 cm2/s, at pN2 = 10
3-104 N/m2, Holt et al. [15]

estimated from data of Xeimann et al. 1221

Due to the low volume diffusion coefficient of uranium in UC and in
2

particular of uranium in U1J at the low pressures of N~ used (̂  2 N/m )

apparently the grain boudary diffusion rather than the volume diffusion is

operating in the densification mechanism in these materials. The effective con-

tribution of grain boundary diffusion to densification is dependent on the

"width" of the boundary that is known neither for UC por for UN. Using an

estimate of the width of the boundary (6) between 5 x 10 m (for metals) [
—9

and 5 x 1 0 m (for oxides) and a maximum average grain diameter (= 2r) of

0.5 ym (from B.E.T. surface, chapter III) the effective surface for grain

boundary diffusion A f , = —• = 4 x 1 0 - 4 x 1 0 m . Under these conditions

the material transport by grain boundary diffusion will be larger than by volume

diffusion if D, 5. 250 D , where D, = grain boundary diffusion coefficient and
D V D !

D = volume diffusion coefficient T231. The grain boundary diffusion coefficient
3 5 '

of U in UC is indeed 10 -10 times higher than the volume diffusion coefficient

[24]. This means that at small grain sizes (i.e. at the beginning of the sinterin.

process) densification of UC compacts will be determined by grain boundary dif-

fusion. From the fact that for UN D,_, < D,,_ in combination with the observed '
UN UC I

densification rate of UN (which is of the same magnitude than of UC) it can j

"be concluded that also for UN densification is grain boundary diffusion controlle,j
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; The diffusion coefficient of U in U(C,N) has not been reported.

| From the similarity in behaviour of Pu in (U,Pu)C and U in UC on
I 1 TX

j] one hand and the decreases of the diffusion coefficient of Pu in (U,Pu)

f. (C,N) with increasing nitrogen content on the other hand [25], it can

J be deduced that the diffusion coefficient of U in U(C,N) decreases also

' with increasing nitrogen content, indicating that also for carbonitrides

i- grain boundary diffusiondetermines the densification , at least at small
I grain sizes.

| The grain size in the sintered compacts of UC through U(C,N) to UN

decreases by a factor 20 from 120 jim to 6 |im. This indicates a decreasing

grain boundary mobility for carbonitrides with increasing UN content,

assuming the surface energy to be of the same order of magnitude for all

compositions. A decreasing grain boundary mobility and a same pore mobility

means an increase of the grain boundary control region (fig. 1)• As in a

densifying system the average grain size as well as the average pore size

will increase, in figure 1 the system will move from left to right upwards

as a function of time. An increase of the grain boundary control region

! means that separation is avoided for a longer time and a higher final den-

; > sity can be obtained. From table IV.8 it can be seen that the increase of

' the sintering time to 18 hours leads to an increase of the density of UN

[• compacts (up to 95% th.d.), whereas for UC the final density has been

] reached after three hours at 2180 K. Apparently the sintering rate of UN

; is smaller than of UC. Therefore it can be concluded from our sintering

' experiments that the final sintered density of UN compacts is higher than

>;'• 95% th.d. (table IV.8) after sintering for longer times. Due to pore en-

i closure in an earlier stage of sintering there will be some rest porosity

| (fig. 14).

b' In figure 7 the sintered density as a function of x after

f sintering for 3 hours at 2180 K is shown. A temperature of 2130 K

I . means that the reduced sintering temperature decreases from 0.78 T w for

|- UC to 0.70 T M for UN. In analogy with isostructural metals, where a strong

• relation between mobility and melting temperature T M exists the mobility

% : will therefore have the tendency to decrease from UC to UN and as a conse-
i -,

quence the intrinsic sintering rate for UN-rich carbonitrides and US will

probably be lowered. This explains the decrease of the sintered density for

x > 0.5 at given sintering time and temperature as shown in figure 7.
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Pore enclosure in UN and VC N compacts in an early stage of

sintering can be influenced by the pN, in the sintering atmosphere. At

pore closure pN« in the closed pore will be equal to pN- in the sin-

tering atmosphere, whereas at the grain boundary the equilibrium pres-
2 2

sure (pN, > 10 N/m at 2180 K, chapter II) holds. The diffusion coef-

ficient of the slowest diffusing species, U, tends to decrease with pN«

(table IV. 9). If pN_ within the closing pore is lower than the equilib-

rium pressure, the pore mobility will be lower than the boundary mobility

when the pores move by surface diffusion. Separation of pores from the

boundary may occur and will be favoured until pN_ reaches the equilibrium

value by pore shrinkage. This possibly explains the discontinuity (at

about the change from open to closed porosity) in the density curve in

fig. 2 (IV.2.2). As the equilibrium pressure decreases with' * (fig. 4,

chapter II) this effect will be less with decreasing * in the same sin-

tering atmosphere. This may be an additional explanation for the decrease

in sintered density shown in fig. 7 for * > 0.5.

An estimate of the contribution to densification made by pores moving

by gas phase transport can be made as follows: The partial uranium pres-

sure increases with decreasing pN_- As the gas phase has a low partial pres-

sure pU "- 10~2 N/m2 at pN2 = 13 N/m
2 (2180 K) T26] and the pores are large

at pore closure (̂  2 um, fig- 14) only a small driving force for vapour

transport results and the contribution to pore mobility is negligible.
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IV.5. Conclusions

- The presence of U.N- phase in a green compact results in a reduction

of the sintered density compared with Û N,, free compacts due to changes

in local geometry (fig. 7).

{•. - In reactive sintering of carbonitrides a good homogeneity of the powder

j' in an early stage of the sintering process determines the sintering

I result to a high extent. In fact a two stage sintering process is

I applied: the homogeneous solid solution formation, followed by the
i

•" densification process (table IV.6). Small crystallites in the powder

I are essential.

'•• - The sintered density of UC compacts decreases with increasing C/U ratio

(IV.4.5).

- Oxygen content has no influence on the sintering result in the oxygen

content range of our experiments (table IV.7).

- The grain size in sintered compacts of carbonitrides decreases with

increasing UN content.

- The sintered density after three hours sintering of compacts of car-

bonitrides^ decreases with increasing UN content (x 5. 0.5) as a con-

sequence of the decrease of the intrinsic sintering activity (fig. 7).

- Sintered densities 5. 95% th.d. for homogeneous UC, U(C,N) and UN

(sintering for longer times) compacts' are obtained at 2180 K in helium.

Densities %• 95% th.d. can be achieved at relative low reduced temperatures

of 0.6 - 0.7 TM. (96% th.d. at 0.6 T M has been obtained for pure UC).
M M

- Hence a powder with a good sinterability has been introduced by the

cyclic process of solid-gas powder synthesis.
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APPENDIX

A. 1.

Results of sintering studies at various conditions.

5 2
Three hours sintering. Compacts pressed at 3900 x 10 N/m

Densities are given in % th.d.

Powder type I

Powder type II

Powder type III

powder prepared at synthesis temperature (820 K

or 1020 K)

powder prepared at 820 K or 1020 K, subsequently heated
2

at 1270 K in vacuum (0.1 N/m ) for 2 hours.

powder prepared at 820 K or 1020 K, subsequently heated

at 2080 K in a flowing Ar atmosphere for 2 hours and

ground.



Temperature (K)

Powder type

Atmosohere

Sample properties
1

i *
in UC,_XH,

0.00

!

0.09

0.33

0.40

0.45

0.93

1.00

green
density
% th.d.

52.2

49.2

51.3

50.7

50.6

58.0

2180

I

% th.d.

86.6

87.4

89.09

94.7

96.3

92.5
1

96.9

i

i

He

87.5

87.9

86.6

95.6

92.7(?)

94.0

95.4

94.5

95.2

95.9

85.5

86.6

79.0

II III

Ar HR

1
t

, 84.4

94.9

96.4

97.0

97.0

87.5

88.5

97.2

96.9

93.0

89.3

95.0<3>

Ar He

2080 ! 2030

I

Ar

84.2

He

85.1

I

Ar

79.5(1>

He

85.5(1>

II

He

93.4

89.9

90.9

94.8

88.8

92.6 ( 4>

1880

I !

Ar

87.4

1830

I

He

88.2



Table Al.b. Powders prepared at 1020 K from "UKAEA" uranium.

Temperature (K)

Powder type

Atmosphere

Sample properties

in UC,.^

0.00

: 0.42

0.42

0.48

j 0.64

0.94

isostatic
pressure

4400x105

4400x105

2180

I

Ar

% th.d.

72.5

78.62

82.2

79.8

75.9

He

75.7

79.5

80.8

91.8

79.7

77.3

77.1

II

Ar

85.1

79.4

83.4

81.5

He

83.8

79.4

78.0

81.6

III

Ar

93.3

80.5

He

86.9

2080

I

Ar

85.4

He

80.7

1980

I

Ar

83.6

He

80.3

1880

I

Ar

66.7

71.8

830

I

He

75.8

77.1

i
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Table Al.c. Powders prepared at 820 K from "ot-zaal" uranium

fe
&

Temperature (K)

Powder type

Atmosphere

x in U C )_ xN x

0.00

0.13

0.59

1.00

2180

I II

He

% tu.d

99.1

94.5

89.9

88.5

He

92.1

9O.9(5>

91.2

92.2(6>

2100

II

He

90.4<4)

2030

I

He

98.8

91.5

II

He

86.6<8>

1880

I

He

97.9

91.4

1730

I

He

96.0

Notes:

(1) Sintered at 1980 K

(2) Some cracks noticed

(3) 18 hrs-sintering

(4) 9 hrs-sintering at 2030 K

(5) sintered together in one crucible

(6) 9 hrs-sintering at 2180 K

(7) 6 hrs-sintering

(8) 9 hrs-sintering at 2030 K
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V. THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM CARBONITRIDES

V.1. Introduction

An important property of uranium carbonitrides is their thermal

conductivity as a function of temperature, composition and microstructure. ;

Methods for direct measuring the thermal conductivity have been reviewed by

Touloukian et al. [1], The thermal conductivity of materials can also be :

determined via the measurement of the thermal diffusivity. The relation- :-:

ship between thermal conductivity X and the thermal diffusivity a is •

given by equation 1:

X = a p C (1) )
P

where X = thermal conductivity (W/m.K) ,

ct = thermal diffusivity (m /s)
3 -

p = density (kg/m )
C = heat capacity (J/kg-K) '

Despite its being a derived quantity, interrelating three other *

properties, thermal diffusivity is regarded as a good method of deriving •

thermal conductivity for two reasons: ;
i

1. Thermal conductivity determinations require large and homogeneous j

samples, which are generally not <>asy to obtain. Moreover, the samples ==

have to be machined in a complex way (for instance,for adjusting the ]

temperature measurement probes). Uranium carbonitrides are hard and j

brittle materials, which is a drawback for sample preparation. Therefore ..

machining outside a glove box is preferable. This, however, causes surface '\

reactions, particularly in the carbon-rich region of the carbonitrides and

hence influences the properties of the sample. The applied method of ther- ;

mal diffusivity determination requires thin cylindrical discs. The discs --\

are easy to prepare inside an argon containing glove box from small sin- j

tered pellets. In this way sample and sample preparation satisfy the re- H

quirements of homogeneity and surface purity. 'J

:4
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2. Just as the determination of thermal conductivity, the methods

employed for the determination of a are troubled by errors due to heat

transfer problems. These errors are decreased, however, when the experi-

mental time is decreased. Much shorter times can be used in transient,

variable state experiments (a-determination) than when a steady state

temperature distribution has to be established (A-determination). A

side advantage is that the applied method of diffusivity determination

is a fast one.

In case of theoretical dense samples the apparent total thermal

conductivity is the sum of lattice, electronic and radiative thermal

conductivity. In the temperature range of our measurements (T > 1000 K)

the electronic thermal conductivity is dominant for uranium carbonitrides

[2]. With samples of a certain porosity the determination of the thermal

conductivity results in a simultaneous determination of bulk thermal con-

ductivity and pore conductivity, the latter being thermal radiation across

a pore parallel with gas phase conductivity inside a pore. Therefore, an

effective value of the thermal conductivity is obtained. To know the thermal

conductivity of the bulk material, the measured quantity has to be corrected

for the effects of porosity. This correction is dependent on the value of

porosity and temperature.

In this chapter the applied method of thermal conductivity determi-

nation is described. The calibration of the equipment for thermal dif-

fusivity determination and temperature measurement is discussed. The

results of the thermal conductivity determination of various samples and

a discussion of the results are presented, followed by a number of con-

clusions.

V.2. Method for the determination of thermal diffusivity

V.2.1. Principle

The measurements were performed in the Euratom "Institut fur
j

Tvansuvane" at Karlsruhe. Samples of U(C,N) with a diameter of 6 mm and )

a thickness of 1 ran were used. The equipment is described by H.E. Schmidt i

et al. [3], and a schematic view is shown in figure 1. [



Figure 1

Equipment for the determination of the thermal diffusivity.

The sample is heated by a focused electron beam to the desired

temperature. Then the beam is sine-wave modulated, causing temperature

fluctuations (20-30 K) of the face towards the electron gun. The tempera-

ture modulation will propagate through the sample with a certain rate,

which will increase with increasing diffusivity. The rear face of the sample

shows also a temperature modulation, which exhibits a phase shift A$ with

respect to that of the front face. The magnitude of the phase difference

will depend on the sample properties. Assuming equal thickness, the phase

difference will increase with decreasing diffusivity.

Apart from the phase difference between the two faces of the sample

there will be a phase difference between the modulation of the electron

beam and the temperature modulation of the front face. This phase difference

is, as the one within the sample a characteristic of the sample and is de-

pendent on frequency.

For temperature measurement a disappearing filament type of optical

pyrometer is used. The temperature modulation of both faces is measured by

photomultipliers, the phase difference can be seen on an oscilloscope and
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is measured electronically.

V.2.2. Calculations

The thermal diffusivity n of a sample of thickness 7 is given

by equation 2:

a = *£ v (2)
ir

2
where a = thermal diffusivity (m /s)

v = frequency (s )

B = a function of the phase difference $ between the temperature

modulations of the front face and the electron beam.

If the phase difference between the electron beam and the temperature

tions of the front face is 4>~ and betwet

rear face is <J>O then, according to Cowan [4]:

modulations of the front face is 4>~ and between the electron beam and the

2B3Q + 2B2AQ (1 + r)" 1 + bBQ r"1

t g« = - ! £ _ J { 3 )

2AB Q Q + B(l+2r)BQjr + AbQ2(I+r) + 2B Q3

and

t 9 b(tgB - tghB) + 2ABtgB x tghB + 2B (tgB * tghB) ( 4 )

° b(tgB + tghB) + 2AB - 2B2(tgB - tghB)

2 2
where: Q_ = sinh B + Cos B

Q. = coshB x sinhB + cosB x sinB
2 7

Q 2 = Sinh B + fin B

Q, = coshB x sinhB - cosB x sinB

rA2

A, r and b = s- are heat loss parameters which are dependent on the
1+r

thermal conductivity X and the losses W(T7) and W(T ) of the front and rear
t o

face of the sample respectively. A and r are defined by:

r = (I
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In vacuum the heat losses are due to radiation only and they are

proportional to T . In this case the two heat loss parameters r and A

become:

~) - 1 and A = 8 a E, T 3 l/X (5)

while b = I

where: a = Stefan-BOltzmann radiation constant

e = total hemispherical emissivity.

For a good determination of the thermal diffusivity the heat losses

have to be known, i.e. A has to be known. In figure 2 the relationship between

the phase difference $,/'* and B/T = Z/ — has been represented for different

values of A. (Use has been made of equation (3).)

Figure 2..

Relationship between the phase difference i>-,/-n and B/v for different values

of A (according to Cowan, equation (3), v = 1)
.1
• 1
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The function *,/" versus B/TT has a maximum for 0 <A< 1.8. For

calculation purposes a relation has been derived (eq. 3) between the

maximum value of $T/IT and the value of A. This relation is approximate-

ted by a polynomial, which is used in the computer programme. At each

temperature five different frequencies are used, resulting in five points

in the plot $,/ir versus C/u (B/ir can be written as c/7 where C = /—"1.

A least squares fit of the five pairs of points for a parabolic function

(being the best approximation of the true function around the maximum)

is computed. The maximum value of $./TT is computed from this parabolic

function. Then the heat loss parameter A can be determined. The frequency

range, dependent on sample properties has to be chosen properly: The maximum

has to be within this range.

From the measured phase difference between the two faces of the sample

A$(= $ o - *^) -and the equation (3) and (4) the value of B/TT can be calculated

(fig. 3.). The thermal diffusivity is then obtained from equation (2).

O02

Figure 3

The relation hetueen A*/TT and S/u for different values of A.
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According to Cowan [4] the sine-wave method requires values of B/n

of about 0.1 - 1.0 (fig. 3) and for a sample thickness I = 1 mm and with

experimental diffusivities 2 x 1 0 < a < I O m / s , the corresponding

frequency range is about 0.01-300 Hz. In our experiments (Z = 1 mm) the

frequency interval is 0.2-0.5 Hz and the diffusivity ranges from 1.6 x 10

(If) to 5 x 10 (U(C,N)) m / s . Both are within the ranges mentioned above

and hence this method can be applied for our samples.

As the thermal diffusivity is directly derived from the value of

A$, this value has to be measured as accurate as possible. A less ac-

curate measurement is sufficient for the determination of A, as the ther-

mal diffusivity is not strongly dependent on the value of A: With a 500

times higher value of A (in the range of A values measured for U(C,N) samples)

a decrease of a of only 1.7% is found when a is derived from the same

A* data. For UC at 1088 K a value of A = 0.0001 is determined and a cor-

responding value of a = 5.33 x 10 m /s is found. Assuming a value of

A = 0.0500, the value of A becomes 5.24 x J0~6 m2/s. At 1108 K the de-

tarmined values of o are 5.75 x 10 m / s and 5.65 m /s at A = 0.0001

and 0.0500 respectively.

All calculations were done with a computer programme written by

Wilhelmi [5].

} V.2.3. Calibration

\, V.2.3.1. Calibration of thermal diffusivity

V, In order to calibrate the equipment for the thermal diffusivity

\ measurements a sample of high-purity metallic uranium (thickness 1.16 ran,

: : diameter 6 mm) was examined in the temperature range i050-1350 K. In this

\}, range the well-known diffusivities of the B-phase and y-phase uranium

could be used as standards.

The diffusivity of the P-phase was measured after equilibration at

1080 K. The temperature was stepwise increased and the thermal diffusivity

measured. After equilibration at 1330 K the thermal diffusivity of v~phase

uranium was measured at stepwise decreasing temperatures. In table V.I the

results of B and y phase uranium are given. T = temperature in K, a • thermal
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2
diffusivity in m /s-

Table V.I.

The thermal diffusivity of high-purity uranium at different temperatures.

8-phase y-phase

T
(heating)

1089

1112

1135

1162

1193

1243

a x 10

0.139

0.141

0.138

0.140

0.140

0.141

T
(cooling)

1331

1302

1277

1245

a x l O *

0.155

0.156

0.158

0.155

The provisional values of a given in TPRC [IJ for g-phase and y-phase

-4 -4 2

uranium are 0.139 x 10 and 0.156 x 10 m /s at the transition point,

respectively. Provisional values given in TPRC have been calculated with the

values of X, p and C recommended by TPRC. Our results for high-purity

polycrystalline uranium are in good agreement with literature values as

can be seen from table V.i.

The thermal diffusivity of a less pure uranium sample (thickness

1.35 mm, diameter 6 mm) was measured in the same way. The results and

the comparison with the high-purity sample are shown in figure 4, to-

gether with the transition temperatures according to our experiments and

the value given in literature [61.

The lower value of the thermal diffusivity of the less pure sample

can be explained by the higher degree of impurities of the uranium.

D.T.A. diagrams of the samples show a transition temperature T = 1032-

1038 K for the less pure sample, which is 10 K lower thtn of the pure

material.

The temperature of the g •+ y~phase transformation for pure uranium is

1130-1240 K according to the measurement (fig. 4 ) .
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one

I

X

e
013

Transition temperature
Lit. Exp.

—o pure U

— x — less pur* U

1100 1200

T (K).

1400

Figure 4.
The thermal diffusixrity of uvanitm samples at temperatures betueen 1050

and 13S0 K.

In literature [6] a value of 1048 K is given for pure uranium. The

spectral emission coefficient is established to be 0.79 (V.2.3.2). Even

when the spectral emission coefficient of the sample is assumed to be

e^ = 1, the transition temperature is not lower than 1)17-1224 K, i.e.

70-175 K too high. The difference between the experimentally found transi-

tion temperature and the literature value can not be explained yet. The

transition temperature found by D.T.A. agrees with data from literature.

From the thermal diffusivity measurement of uranium it can be con-

cluded that the determination of the thermal diffusivity by this equipment

is correct. To be sure that the temperature measurement is also correct, cali-

bration measurements were done.

V.2.3.2. Temperature calibration and determination of spectral emission

coefficients

The temperature measurement is done with a disappearing filament type

of optical pyrometer. The surface temperature of a sample is measured. To

know the real temperature of the sample, the spectral emission coefficient

has to be known. For calibration of the temperature reading the surface

temperature of the melting point of gold, uranium and calcium fluoride was
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measured with the pyrometer, while the samples were heated by the elec-

tronbeam. A. different equipment was used for the determination of the spec-

tral emission coefficient of these materials and is described in Appendix

Al.

The real temperature of a sample can be calculated from equation 6

[7]:

±r - f • C In
b s

(6)

where: T = surface temperature

T, = black body temperature

,,-6C (a constant) = 0.45202 x 10 " at A = 60 nm, the effective

wave length of the used pyrometer,

e = spectral emission coefficient at A ,-

In table V.2 the results for the values of e. (Appendix Al)» the

surface temperature of the melting sample (T , eq. 6) and the calculated
s

melting temperature (T, , eq. 6) have been collected. In the last column

the real melting temperature T is given.

Table V.2.

e and temperature calibration results.

Sample

Au

U

CaF2

0

0

0

£A

.28

.79

.37

T (K)

1228

1353

1513

Tb(K)

1321

1373

1623

T
"M

1337

1405

1638

(K)

[83

[81 ;

[DTA]'

From table V.2 it can be concluded that there is a reasonable agree-

ment between the calculated melting temperature from the surface tempera-

ture reading and the melting temperature given in literature for the

materials. The small difference is possibly due to absorption of the fur-

nace window of the diffusivity equipment. The uncertainty in the spectral

emission coefficient determination, particularly for uranium, also contri-

butes to inaccuracy in melting temperature.
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It has been shown that the spectral emission coefficient has to

be known exactly to obtain the sample temperature from the sample sur-

face temperature reading. The emission coefficient is, however, strongly

dependent on surface conditions. This is clearly shown in the case of

uranium: In our experiments e, = 0.79; in literature the value e, = 0.54

T9] is given. The difference is explained by the conditions of measure-

ment and the reactivity of uranium to 0-, H.O and N,,. During the measure-

ments in an inert argon atmosphere, the flowing argon is purified with

respect .to oxygen and water vapour. The nitrogen present in the argon

(given to be 30 ppm) will pass the purification system and will react with

the uranium surface immediately after heating: The surface changes from

metallic to gray metallic.

During the thermal diffusivity measurements the conditions are also

suitable for the uranium-nitrogen reaction to occur. Before evacuation

the vessel is completely filled with nitrogen. After evacuation the nitro-

gen pressure will be near to the partial pressure in the argon atmosphere

mentioned above and the reaction to uranium nitride at the surface will

surely occur. In that case an emissision coefficient of uranium nitride

will be determined and has to be used in the calculations.

The average value of e. of UN in the temperature interval 1200-1800 K

is found to be e. = 0.78 (Appendix Al). This value is very near the value

found for the uranium metal sample (e. = 0.79).

A nitrogen containing surface layer is probably also formed on the uranium

carbide and -carbonitride samples. Particularly at the carbide and carbon-

rich carbonitride samples a discoloration of the cleaned, reactive sample

surface was observed after being washed in the CCl.-bath (V.3.1). Ob-

viously a surface layer of oxide or adsorbed oxygen or water is formed,

due to gas impurities in the nitrogen containing glove boxes. During the

heat treatment at 1800 K at the beginning of the measurements the oxide

surface layer and the bulk material will react. Assuming the system to

be ideal, UN is formed on pure UC according to

2 UC + U0 ? + 3/2 N. = 3 UN + 2 COi

From thermodynamic calculations it follows that the equilibrium CO-pressure jf
2 7 • '**

at 1800 K is pCO = 2 N/m . The total pressure is 0.1 N/m N and hence'this ,1
'4

reaction will occur. In practice on UC and UC-rich carbonitrides a solid ' '
1
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solution U(C,N,0) is formed, resulting in a somewhat lower CO pressure than

in the ideal case. Nevertheless a surface layer is formed that has been en-

riched by UN, giving rise to the use of e 0.78 for UN.
A

Another argument for the use of a value of e, = 0.78 and hence
A

for the similarity of the sample surface of the various carbonitrides

is the similarity of the total hemispherical emissivity e , which is

! found to be e = 0.22 + 0.07, 0.21 + 0.03 and 0.27 + 0.09 for UC,
P . ~
j UC- CCNQ ,C and UN respectively. (Appendix Al).
I
• - Therefore all sample temperatures are calculated from the surface
[. temperature reading and a spectral emission coefficient of uranium ni-

tride e = 0.78.
A

The diffusivity of the sample is not much affected by the nitride

layer in the case of uranium metal and carbonitrides because the actual

volume fraction is very small and the diffusivities of the components do

not differ much.

In conclusion it can be stated that the measurement of the diffusivi-

ty a by this method and equipment is correct, and the calculation of the

sample temperature from the surface temperature reading with a value of

e, = 0.78 for all compositions seems to be reliable for uranium carboni-

trides under these conditions.

|; V.3. Experimental

f
{.' V.3.1. Preparation of the samples

I -

|..' Characteristic data of samples prepared for the thermal diffusivity

| I determination have been collected in table V.3. The pellets were cut in

:'•,, an argon containing glove box in order to avoid surface reactions as

L. much as possible. One part was used for metallographic examination, the

; other was ground and polished to 1 ran thickness and a diameter of 6 mm.

t In particular, the thickness t and plan-parallelity are of importance,
v" 2

t, because a is proportional to I (eq. 2). The deviation from plan parallelity

|'u was < 0.5% in all cases. The plan parallel discs were transported in well-

!'•; sealed containers to the measuring equipment at the Euratom "Institut fur

Transurane" at Karlsruhe. Here the samples were brought into nitrogen
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Table V.3.

Samples selected for thermal diffusivity measurements.

0.610

not analyzed

]

G

0

0

.275(?)

.304

.399

.262

x in
U(C N ) sinterprocedure % th.d. average grain size oxygencontent

fired samples

1 0.00 3 hr,2180 K, He

2 0.00 3 hr,2030 K, He

i 3 0.00 3 hr,l880 K, He

| 4 0.00 3 hr,2230 K, Ar

P;5 0.09 3 hr,2180 K, Ar

p/6 0.09 3 hr,2180 K, He

; 7 0.13 3 hr,2180 K, He

0.33 3 hr,2180 K, He

9 0.40 3 hr,2180 K, He

0 0.45 3 hr,2180 K, Ar

1 0.45 3 hr,2180 K, He

2 0.45 3 hr,2030 K, He

0.59 3 hr,2180 K, He

0.59 5 hr,2180 K, He

5 0.64 3 hr,2180 K, Ar

6 0.93 3 hr,2I80 K, He

0.94 3 hr,2180 K, Ar

\:8 1.00 3 hr,2J80 K, He

1.00 3 hr,2100 K, He

1.00 9 hr,2O3O K, He

1.00 9 hr,2180 K, He

99.1

98.8

97.9

90.4

91.8

94.9

94.5

97.0

97.0

91.2

97.2

94.8

92.1

94.8

93.3

93.0

86.9C?)

89.3

93.7

92.6

92.2

not

not

not

not

pm

116

96

87

analyzed

35

58

34

47

47

34

38

33

27

20

analyzed

17

6

analyzed

analyzed

9

13

0.297

0.234

not analyzed

0.230

not analyzed

0.198

0.199

: mol fraction of UN in U(C,N>

jinterprocedure : the sintering time at the maximum temperature given, in Ar or He at-

fi mosphere.

Ft th.d. : percentage of the theoretical density, calculated from the known lattice
%

constant a .
o

iverage grain size: the average diameter of log-normal distributed .grains,, estimated

according to Mendelson [10], (pm)

)xygen content of fired samples: weight percentage oxygen in a fired sample, corres-

ponding to the same batch-number,

samples are taken from sintering experiments collected in table Al, chapter IV.
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containing glove boxes and were thoroughly washed in a CCl,-bath in order

to clean the surface.

V.3.2. Measurements

The measurements have been carried out in an equipment schematically -

shown in figure 1. The electron gun and sample holder are mounted in a
2

vessel, which can be evacuated to a pressure < O.I N/m N_. The sample

is placed in a sample holder on three little point-shaped tungsten strips.

After the vessel has been evacuated and high vacuum (< 0.1 N/m N,) has

been reached, the electron gun is started. The sample is slowly heated

to 1800 K and kept there for about 15 minutes to stabilize and in order

to remove organic residues that might be present. The temperature of

1800 K has been established to be the safe upper temperature to avoid

dissociation of UN-samples. The equilibrium N.-pressure at 1800 K is
-3 2

2 x 10 N/m N~ and particularly at the start'of the experiment the

electron gun tends to higher energy-releases, that cause unexpected tem-

perature increases. '
i

After the sample has been stabilized at 1800 K, the temperature is . •

lowered to 1700 K and the measurements are started. In the temperature range ;

1700-1050 R measurements have been performed at about eight temperatures.

When the lowest temperature has been reached, the temperature is stepwise

increased to about 1650 K. Finally a number of measurements are done in

the lower temperature range again.

The modulation of the electron beam T (total time for ten periods),

the phase difference between this modulation and the front face tempera-

ture modulation Xy (total time difference after ten periods) and the phase

difference between the two faces of the sample AT (total time difference

after ten periods) are measured and printed out in milliseconds. At each

temperature five frequencies are used. The sequence of frequencies was

fixed to be nominally 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.4 and 0.25 Hz in order to a/oid •

a possible combination of effects due to a drift ir. temperature and change

in frequency. In figure 5 examples are given of the measurement of a uranium :

carbide sample at three different temperatures. :
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045

040

Figure 5. a. Figure 5.b.

The values of ^ and the phase difference A* versus B<= nZ

uranium carbide at 1711, USZ and 1247 K.

for

The value of the heat loss parameter A at different temperatures

is derived from the maximum of *?/IT versus B/TT (= C /\T) (fig. S.b).

The thermal diffusivity a is determined from the relation between A$/ir

and B/rr for the corresponding value of A at each temperature.

V.4. Results and discussion

V. 4.1. Introduction

In this paragraph the results of the measurements will be presented.

The calculation of the thermal conductivity from the thermal diffusivity

and the dependence of the thermal conductivity on the chemical composition

x in OC. N and on oxygen content are discussed. A discussion of some

aspects interfering with the results is given.

V.4.2. Estimate of values of p and C and of effect of porosity.

To calculate the thermal conductivity from the measured diffusivity

data literature values of p and C are used.
P
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Estimate of values of p: Cordfunke Tilj has measured the lattice constant

of uranium carbonitrides as a function of x in UC N . The theoretical den-
] x y.

sity at 298 K of a carbonitride has been calculated using this lattice con-

stant. The measured density at 298 K is given in % th.d. The density at higher

temperatures was corrected by multiplying by (I + —f) , where — = thermal
Li L

expansion. For UC the mean value of AL/L given by Mendez-Penalosa [12] and

De Crescente ("13] follows the equation:

— = -2.8034 x 10~3 + 8.9886 x 1(T6T + 1.422 x 10~9T2 (7)

while for UN the linear function (1000-1800K) estimated from data of

Speidel et al. [14]:

^i= 1.0667 x 10~9T + 7.918 x IO"6

L
(8)

can be used.

For uranium carbonitrides the thermal expansion coefficient has scarcely

been reported [15,16], In our calculations the thermal expansion for a

composition UC._xNx was calculated by:

< >
(9)

Although no additivity was found for carbonitrides [16], the actual

correction factor (I + — ) using equation 9 does not differ much froo

the one found when — data from literature are used (table V.4).
L

Table V.4.

Comparison of correction factors (1 + -=-) at 1000 and 1800 K.

Sample

UC0.64K0.36
UC0.35N0.65

1

[15]

0.980

000 K

[16]

0.979

0.980

eq.9

0.986

0.992

f 1800 k

[15]

0.980

[16]

0.957

0.980

eq.9

0.966

0.992

The figures refer to the list of references of this chapter.
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Estimate of values of C j_ In literature a lot of data are given on the

heat capacity of UC. The results of measurements of Storms [17], Leitnaker

C18], Affortit [19], Oetting [20] and Harrington [21] -and DeCrescente [13]

(1000-1500 K) are in good agreement in the temperature range 1000-1800 K.

Only the results of Levinson (1400-1800 K) [22] do not agree well with the

former (fig. 6).

Figure 6.

The heat capacity of VC(f(?)) aooovding to different authors.

In figure 6 the estimate used by DeConindcet al. [23] (dashed curve),

who used a fourth degree equation, is also shown. In our calculations

a linear equation, estimated from data of Storms, Leitnaker, Affortit and

Oetting for UC, is used (fig. 6: dotted curve):

(10)C = 1.9558 x 102 + 5.2705 x 10~2T J/kg.K
P

For UN the values of the heat capacities given by Harrington [24],

Speidel [14] and Affortit [19] have critically been evaluated by Oetting

and Leitnaker [25]. Their equation for the heat capacity of UN is used

here:

Cp (J/kg.K) 1.9422 x JO2 + 4.4198 x 10~2T - 1.63)4 x iO6T~2 (11)

The heat capacity data of UC and UN according to equation 10 and

equation 11.respectively»are represented in figure 7.

i
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Figure 7.

The heat eapaaity of UC and UN as a function of temperature as used

our calculations

For solid solutions UC, Nx the heat capacity was calculated by

equation 12:

02)

The difference in assessed heat capacity of l/C and UN according to

equation 10 and 11 respectively in the temperature range 1000-1800 K is

5T6%.

The small difference justifies the use of equation 12 for this purpose.

- The effect of porosity on the thermal conductivity of UC can not be

evaluated quantitatively without knowledge of pore distribution and

-morphology. Furthennore the effects are different if radiation plays

a major role. Recently Lewis and Kerrish [26] have proposed a simple

(1-P) correction for UC:

where A = measured conductivity
H
\ , , = conductivity at 100% th.d.
tn.a.

P = volume fraction porosity.

Equation (13) is valid for the UC-saraples considered in the review article,

i.e. for samples with closed porosity (P < 0.10) at temperatures up to

2600 K.
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Kikuchi et al. [27] have investigated the porosity dependence of the

thermal conductivity of UN between 570 K and 1670 K. They found a. temperature

dependence of 6 (= geometrical factor) in the simplified Maxwell-Euken

equation:

for samples with closed porosity (P < 0.12). In the temperature range used

in our measurements values of B = +0.4 at 1100 K and 6 = -0.2 at 1700 K are

given. For samples with open porosity g = 1.8, being almost independent on

temperature. In a review article of Ondracek and Schulz [28] the results

of Kikuchi for P < 0.1 were found to fit phenomenologically equation (15):

V = Ath.d. <'"P>3/2 (15)

being independent on temperature in the temperature range under investigation:

570 K - 1670 K. Assuming a porosity of 0.07 for our samples, the mean value

of the correction factor according to the theoretically better justified

equation (14) is in our temperature range 0.92 (0.905 at 1100 K and 0.943

at 1800 K). This is close to the correction factor of the simple equation

(13): 0.93 for UC. Equation (15) leads to a more different correction factor of

0.897.

As the dependence of thermal conductivity on porosity P < 0.10 of

both UC and UN can be described simply by equation (13), the asiae equation

is used for the solid solution UC. N .

V.4.3. Thermal conductivity and chemical composition x in UC, xNx.

The thermal diffusivity of the samples given in table V.3 was de-

termined as a function of temperature. The complete results, after curve

smoothing and calculation of the thermal conductivity as described in

V.4.2 are given in Appendix A2.

In figure 8 the results of the UC samples 1,2 and 3 are shown

graphically. The comparison of the samples show a slight decrease of

the thermal conductivity of the samples sintered at decreasing temperature

and consequently decreasing grain size. This has also been found for

UC N ,5 samples (Nrs. 11 and 12, table V.3) in the lower temperature

region (fig. 9)
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I
2 is

T<00

TOO

UC
° 99.1Sth.d..

x 9a8%th.d.

o 979%th.d..

woo

D
120 pm

95 ,um

85/im

1S00

Figure 8.

The thermal aonduotivity of UC samples with different grain size as a

function of temperature.

Figure 9.

The thermal conductivity of M ^ 5 S ^ 5 samples with different grain sise

as a function of temperature.
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A comparison of the results of the samples with different composition

x in UC. N and porosity P < 0.10 is shown in figure 10 (Nrs. 3,7,8,11,

15,16 and 20 of table V.3., respectively).

To get the best comparison with other samples, for UC the sample with

the smallest grain size (87 pm) and lowest density (97.9% th.d.) is used.

From figure 10 it can be seen that the thermal conductivity of carbonitrides

increases with temperature (&\ = 10% from 1100-1600. K) and that \ increases

with x in UC. Nx. The samples of composition x = 0.13 and 0.33 have A-

values lying between the values for x = 0.45 and x = 0.64 (T > 1250 K)

and so do not fit in this picture (fig. 10). As thermal conductivity

tends to decrease with grain size (fig. 8), difference in grain size do

not obscure this conclusion because the samples with highest X-values have

smallest grain size, hence correction for grain size effects will increase

the difference in the X-values.

<*<
I.

x-roo
X=OM--"

D-9fim

X=0.13

X=0.33

1400

T(K)

Figure 10..

Thermal conductivity of different U(CtN) samples as a function of temperature.

The thermal conductivity of the high density, coarse grained UC sample

has been compared with recently reported data 63,29] and values from review

reports [26,30] and is shown in figure 11.
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Figure IK
The thermal conductivity of VC as a function of temperature according to

different authors

The sharp increase of the thermal conductivity of UC with temperature

is partly due to the use of a temperature independent average value of

e1 (= 0.78) in the temperature calculation (V.3.2.2). In the case of a
A

decreasing e, with temperature (Appendix Al) the calculated temperature
Aincreases from 1700 K (with e, = 0.78) to 1760 K (with E. 0.50) and this

results in a somewhat less steep A-T-curve. There is reasonable agreement

with the result of De Coninck et al. [23] which has been measured with

the same method (but a lower oxygen content of 0.009 /o 0), and with

that of Washington [30]. A good joining to the results of Kamimoto et al.

[291 (fig. II, 400-900 K) can be seen.

From figure 12 it can be seen that our results for UN are in good

agreement with the preferred values of UN of Washington [30].

28

400 800 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1*00 2000

T (K)

t'tgure iz.

The thermal conductivity of UN as a function of temperature.
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There is not a good joining to the result of Karqimoto et al. [29]

(fig. 12, 400-900 K) as was the case for UC. The somewhat lower values

by Kikuchi et al. [27] may be due to the U0_ phase in their sample that

could be determined by X--Jiy diffraction, whereas our sample is monophasic

(chapter IV).

Recently Kamimoto et al. [31] fitted data of thermal conductivity

and data of electrical resistivity of UC and UN from 100 K to 1000 K to

theoretically derived equations, so that the total thermal conductivity

was separated into electronic (K ) and phonon (K ) components. The elec-

tronic thermal conductivity is dominant over phonon conductivity for both

UC and UN at higher temperatures (fig. 13).

20

IS

10

5

0

(A)

UC

— —

600

T(K)

BOO 1000 400 600

T(K)

800 1000

Figure IS.
Results of curve-fitting procedure by Kamimoto to UC and UN. The symbols

refer to the curve-fitting procedure in their article.

For curve-fitting purposes the electronic thermal conductivity has

been described by a temperature dependent Lorentz-function due to electron-

phonon inelastic scattering, an electron-electron inelastic scattering and

ambipolar diffusion [31]. The contribution of arabipolar diffusion (electron-

hole migration and recombination) has been recognized to be large for Tie

[32], a material homologue to UC [33].

The electrical resistivity of Tie, having a value of 120-170 pfi.cm between

1000 K and 2000 K [32] is of the same magnitude as of UC, UN and U(C,N)

(fig. 14). Radiation transport has been shown to be negligible for TiC

because of absorption by conduction electrons [32]. This indicates that

also for UC, UN and^tKC.N) the contribution of radiation to thermal con-

ductivity will be small and will effectively contribute at the higher tem-

peratures (1600-1800 K) only.
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From the previous it can be concluded that the electronic thermal

conductivity will be dominant over phonon-(fig. 13) and radiation con-

ductivity in the 1000—1800 K range for uranium carbonitrides.

As the electronic thermal conductivity is dominant at higher tem-

peratures, the X-behaviour can be described by electrical resistivity

behaviour. Data on the electrical resistivity of UC, UC N and UN have

been reported at temperatures below 900 K [33] (fig. 14).

UN

T (K)

Figure 14.

Electvical resistivity of UC, UN and some earbor.itrides 1331.

The electronic thermal conductivity (X ) can be described by the

Wiedemann-Franz equation

e p (16)

where: Lo = the classical Lorentz number (= 2.443 x 10 V K )

T = absolute temperature (K)

p = electrical resistivity (fi.cm)

The increase in the X-T-curve for UC (fig. 11), for UN (fig. 12), and for

carbonitride samples (fig. 10) can be explained qualitatively. From

extrapolation of the values of the electrical resistivity p in figure 14

to temperatures above 900 K the values of \ can be calculated according to

equation (16). This results in an increase of \ with temperature provided the

small temperature coefficient in the p-T-curve.

Assuming the electrical resistivity of UN to increase from t< 200 pSJ.cm

at 1000 K to -v 220 ufi.cm at 1600 K the A-T-curve (fig. 12) fits equation 16

quantitatively when the value of L Q is increased to 3.9 x 10~
8 V2K~2.
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This value has also been calculated for TiC at 1000 K. This increase of

L is due to the contribution of ambipolar diffusion to conductivity

[32], Extrapolating the values of the electrical resistivity of UC from

figure 14, the X-T-curve (fig. 11) fits equation 16 only when the classical

Lorentz number is used. This extrapolation, however, is less reliable (than

in the case of UN) as the temperature coefficient of the p—T-curve is not

well-known [6, 31, 33].

For carbonitrides the electrical resistivity p decreases with x

below 500 K, whereas at 500-900 K UC has a p-value lying between the

values for x = 0.20 and x = 0.50 (fig. 14). The thermal conductivity of

UC, UN and some carbonitrides has been measured as a function of x below

1000 K by Kamimoto et al. [29i. Their results are shown in figure 15.a for

T = 300 K, 500 K and 900 K respectively.

At 900 K the electronic thermal conductivity will be dominant and,

according to the data in figure 14, the i-value of UC has to be between

the A-values of x = 0.20 and x = 0.50. Kamimoto did not report any data

of the thermal conductivity of UC. N in this region with x < 0.4. However,

from the results of our measurements of the thermal conductivity of car-

bonitrides as a function of x a maximum in the thermal conductivity for

0 < x < 0.4 is suggested (fig. 15.b and fig. 16). Unfortunately there are

too few data known in this critical region to determine the exact course

of the curve.

o 02 0.4 06 ae to o 02 0.4 0.6 as 10

X — X

a. b.

Figure IS.

Composition dependency of thermal conductivity of UC~ N

i
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A cross-section from figure 10 for t = 1150 K is shown in figure

15.b. Compared with the results in figure 15.a the A-value of UC has

been decreased to 18 W/m.K, whereas the A-value of UN has been increased

to 26 W/m.K (see also fig. 11 and 12) and an increase of A with x > 0.33

is found. In figure 16.a and b cross-sections from figure 10 for T = 1350 K

and T = 1550 K, respectively are shown. It can be seen (fig. 16) that

X increases with x for x > 0.45.

i

02 04 as as to

— x

b.

Figure 16.

Composition dependency of thermal conductivity of WC, xW .

In the temperature region of our measurements no data of electrical

resistivity of carbonitrides have been reported. Obviously at T > 1100 K

the electrical resistivity of UC becomes equal to or larger than of UN

(the temperature coefficient of the electrical resistivity of UC is larger

at high temperatures; see fig. 14) and apparently at a given temperature

there is a continuous decrease of electrical resistivity p as a function of

x for * > 0.45. In order to explain the behaviour of the thermal conductivity

of carbonitrides of all compositions, data of electrical resistivity would

be very helpful1.

The effects of a second phase on the thermal conductivity will be

strongly dependent on the electrical resistivity and the appearance of

this phase. A free metallic uranium phase (a fairly good electrical
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conductor) will not have a large effect, whereas a continuous phase

of !)()„ (a bad conductor) will decrease the conductivity. This might

be the cause of the lower conductivities of UN measured by Kikuchi

et al. [27].

V.4.4. Thermal conductivity and oxygen content

In table V.3. the oxygen content of the fired powder batch samples

are given in the last column. In order to investigate the influence

of the oxygen content on the thermal conductivity, the UC- qi^n no sample

(Nr. 5, table V.3) with 1.275 w/0 0 and the UC g?N - sample (Nr. 7,
* w

table V.3) with considerable lower oxygen content 0.304 /o 0 were selected.

In figure 17 the results are shown.

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700

T (K)
Figure 17.

Thermal conductivity of UCQ „,/!' _. and UC. J. . as a function of temperature.

There is not a clear difference in thermal conductivity as a function

of temperature between the samples: A possible influence of the oxygen

content could not be found in the range of the oxygen content of our ex-

periments. Apparently the influence of the oxygen content on carbonitrides

is less strong than for pure monocarbide (fig. II [26]).
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V.4.5. Aspects of the method of measurement interfering with the results.

V.4.5.1. Chemical reactivity and experimental atmosphere.

During the determination of the thermal diffusivity of samples

with different sintering temperature a difference was found in the

thermal diffusivity as well as in the heat loss parameter as a func-

tion of the thermal history.

The effect of thermal history on the diffusivity of UC samples are

shown in figures 18 en 19.

The a-value of the UC sample sintered at 2180 K (Kr. 1, table V.3)

is in the third series of measurement still on the same level (fig. 18),

whereas the UC sample sintered at 1880 K (Nr. 3, table V.3) shows a con-

siderable lower level compared with the first two measurement series.

x-O-O-x

, Q

"O • "

1. o T 1750—1050 K

2. XT 1100—1050 K

3.DT MOO— 1050 K

1000 1200 1400 1S00 1MO

T (K)

Figure IS
The thermal diffusivity of UC {99,1% th.d) measured at different temperature

series.

The change of the latter is explained by the smaller grain size in

combination with the presence of small amounts uranium phase on the grain

boundaries. The reactivity with respect to gases (i.e. mainly N~) irom the

surrounding atmosphere destroys the homogeneity of the sample and causes

the drop in diffusivity.
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i -
l.s T 1750—1050K
2.x T 1100—1600 K
3.D T WOO—1150 K

T (K)

Figure 19.

The thermal diffusivity of UC (97.9% tk.d.) measured at different temper-

ature series.

The value of the heat loss parameter A is of little importance for

the value of a calculated from the measurements (V.2.2). However, its

determination can be used to describe the surface behaviour as a function

of thermal history. The determined heat loss parameter A as a function for

both UC samples are shown in figure 20. In the first measurement series the

samples behave the same. In the second series both samples show a tendency

to rise to higher A-values. Sow the sample sintered at 2180 K tends back to

its former value, whereas the sample sintered at 1880 K does not.

X

I I I
• x • UC Nr.l.ttbto V3
o . D UC Nr.S.Ubte V.3

series i 2 3

1200 woo

Figure 20.

The heat loss parameter A for VC samples at different temperature series.
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In the determination of the A-values of samples of UCQ 55^0 45

originating from different s inter ing temperature the same effect was

found (f ig. 21).

3

x
< 2

• x • UCa 5 5N l u s Mr.H.tabto V.3
o . D UCajgN^j Nc12.t»brtV.3

Figure 21.

The heat loss parameter A for UC ,-r^n AS samples at different temperatures
U* OO Urn 43

series.

Obviously the surface of both UC and UC- 5 5 ^ ,, samples sintered

at lower temperatures changes during the experiment, resulting in increased

heat losses (A-determination). A change within the more reactive UC sample

(lower sintering temperature, higher reactivity of carbides compared with

carbonitrides and the presence of small amounts of uranium phase) results

in a decrease in homogeneity and consequently in a decrease in diffusivity

(a-determination).

In figure 22 the contours of the reactive UC sample are shown in

comparison with the contours of a less reactive UC_ /|N_ _n sample with

the same thermal history. These pictures confirm the higher reactivity of

UC samples.
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VC, 3 hve, 1880 K, He, 97.97, th.d.

VCO.41NO.h9> S hvS> 228° K> He' 92-

!-'igurc ?.)'.. The counbours of too pellets after measurements (magnification SOxJ

In conclusion it can be stated that reactions of reactive samples

(in particular fine grained and chemical reactive samples) with gases

from the experimental atmosphere influence the surface condition and the

thermal diffusivity. This is due to changes of the surface, resulting in

a change of heat losses and in the occurence of inhomogeneity.

V.4.S.2. Frequency dependent thermal diffusivity determination

During the measurements a minority of the samples showed a frequency

dependent value of the thermal diffusivity at higher temperatures. An

example of this frequency dependence of a at different temperatures is

given for nominal the same composition UC_ q.Nf» QQ samples (Nrs. 5 and

6, table V.3) in figure 23.a and b.
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s
X

is

Nr S.ubtoV.3

-o
X

Q6 O7

VV (Vs1)
08

a. h.

Figure V.S.

The thermal diffusivity as a function of the square root of the frequency

for two samples of UC gJ!g Qg at differ" nt temperatures.

A frequency dependent a-determination has not been found below

a certain temperature. From the results (see appendix A2) it can be

deduced that this temperature is about 1400 K, very near the melting

point of free uranium (1405 K), which is clearly shown as a second phase

in figure 24.a (Nr. 5, discontinuous phase) and figure 24.b (Nr. 6, con-

tinuous phase).

A possible explanation may be the local partial evaporation and conden-

sation of material (e.g. free metallic uranium) from high temperature to

low temperature during the temperature modulation, contributing to heat

transport. This effect will be measured at high temperatures and will be

more pronounced at low frequencies due to limits of evaporation rate and

therefore will decrease at higher frequencies (fig. 23). The vapour pres-
-5 2

sure of uranium at 1700 K is pU = 3 x 10 N/m [6], giving rise to an
-12 2

estimated contribution to a of only 1 x 10 m /s at a porosity fraction

P = 0.05 with pores of 1 yra and with a maximum temperature gradient of

10 K. Moreover, for the other samples under consideration no metallic

phase could be detected metallographically. Therefore this effect does

not play a role in the determinations.

In practice, when the effect is less pronounced than demonstrated

here, one has to reckon with an increased inaccuracy of the calculated

value of a for higher temperatures, being the mean value of data obtained

at five frequencies.
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>0?§p^MXfhm

2-ia.
UC0.91%. 09' 7 th.d., sintered 3 hrs, 2130 K, Ar (Kr. £, table V..).

Figure 24b.
UC0.91N0.09' 94'9 % th-d-> sintered at 2180 K, 2 hrs, helium (Nr. 6
table V.X). Picture is taken after thermal diffusivity determination.
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V.4.5.3. Measurements of samples with a porosity fraction P > 0.10

The thermal conductivity as a function of temperature of low-density

samples of UC (Nr. 4, table V.3), UC
Q

(Nr. 10, table V.3) and

(Nr. 20, table V.3) is shown in figure 25.

Figure 2b.

The thermal eonductivity (unaovreeted) of some low-dense samples as a

function of temperature.

A sharp drop of the thermal conductivity at higher temperatures can

be seen and is characteristic for samples exceeding a critical porosity

of i< 10%. The measurements were done in a reproducible way and therefore

the decrease of thermal conductivity cannot be explained by the develop-

ment of a remaining inhomogeneity as the X-value returns to its former

value at lower temperatures each cycle (V.4.5.1). The phenomenon is ob-

served in a similar way in materials like MgTi-O, and the development and

annihilation of inhomogeneity like microcracks may cause this effect [34],

but studies have not been done on this subject for uranium carbonitrides

or mixed carbonitrides.

As a drop of the thermal conductivity at high temperatures has also

been measured for mixed (U,Pu) carbonitrides at the TUI [35] (fig. 26) but

with the same equipment, at the moment no conclusion can be drawn concerning
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the origin of this effect: either the sample or the method.

16

5

Figure 26.

The thermal conductivity of some mixed carbonitrides as a function of

temperature, measured at the TVI T35].

V.5. Conclusions

- The thermal conductivity of UC is sensitive to the microstructure,

which is determined by the preparation method (figure 8).

- The measured thermal conductivity of UC and UN agrees reasonably with

data of recent literature (figures 11 and 12).

- The thermal conductivity of UC, U(C,N) and UN from 1200-1800 K is mainly

determined by the contribution of the electron thermal conductivity and

the increase of thermal conductivity with temperature can be explained

along this line.

- The thermal conductivity of UC. xNx in the temperature interval 1150-1650 K

(figure 15 and 16) increases continuously from UC to UN only for x > 0.45.

- Data of electrical resistivity of UC|_xNx at temperatures above 1000 K

are needed to elucidate quantitatively the thermal conductivity behaviour

of all compositions from 1200-1800 K.

- The influence of oxygen content on the thermal conductivity of UC N

and U C O - 8 7
N
O # 13 could not be detected (figure 17).
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- Some aspects of the method of measurement interfere with the interpretation

of the results for some carbonitrides:

- The experimental atmosphere gives rise to reactions, with chemical reac-

tive samples (figures 18-20)

- A frequency dependent a-determination at higher temperatures is observed

for some samples due to increased heat transport at low frequencies during

temperature modulation (figure 23) -

- An unusual drop of the thermal conductivity at high temperatures is found

for samples with a porosity fraction P > 0.1 for uranium carbonitrides as

well as mixed (U.Pu) carbonitrides (figures 25 and 26). The origin may

be the sample as well as the method of measurement.
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APPENDIX

A.I. Determination of spectral and total emission coefficients

A. 1.1. Determination of spectral emission coefficients

The sample was placed in a tantalum carbide crucible, which is heated

in an inert atmosphere by an induction coil. Through a furnace window and

a hole in the TaC-container the sample can be seen with an optical pyro-

meter of the same type as used before. A black body cavity (length to

diameter ratio = 10) has been made in the sample. The surface condition

of the sample was kept the same as during the melting point measurements.

The tantalum carbide crucible and sample were heated in a purified

argon atmosphere. When temperature equilibrium was reached, a temperature

reading was done on the black body cavity and on the surface of the sample

very near the cavity. The relationship between the black body temperature

and surface temperature is given by the expression [7]:

i = i + C In E (6)
Tb Ts A

where: T = surface temperature

T, = black body temperature
-4

C = a constant = 0.45202 x 10 at X = 650 mm, the effective

wave length of the used pyrometers,

e, = spectral emission coefficient at \ .,

E can be calculated from equation 6 and the temperature readings. The
A

following results were obtained:

Sample Temp, range (K) c,

Au 1250-1325 0.28+0.02

U 1160-1360 0.79+0.05

CaF, 1400-1600 0.37+0.02

The spectral emission coefficient of two different sintered compacts

of uranium mononitrid? (81.6 and 92.2 % th.d.) were also determined in the

temperature range 1300-1800 K. In both cases the emissivity was 0.78+0.02

(fig. 27).
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Figure 27.
The spectral emission ooeffisient of two different uranium nitride samples

from 1300-1800 K.

A. 1.2. Determination of total emission coefficients

Besides the values of the thermal diffusivity a the values of the

heat loss parameter A have been obtained at different temperatures. The

value of A is also given by equation 5 (V.2):

A - 8 o T 3 Ilk (5)

On the other hand, when the values of a, T I and \ are known, the total

hemispherical emissivity e™ can be estimated from equation 5, and the

measured values of A. Using this (constant) values of e , A as a function

of T can be recalculated. This has been done for samples of UC, UCL CC^Q U

and UN. In figure 28 the curves represent the best fit of the experimental

and the calculated values of A with e =0.22 +_ 0.07, 0.21 +_ 0.03 and

0.27 +_ 0.09 for UC, UC Q --N ,, and UN respectively.

1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800

T (K) T (K) T (K)

Figure 28.
The measured and calculated values of A at different temperatures for DC,

UC0.SSN0.4Sand™'

It seems that the character of the sample surface is the same for

each sample irrespective their chemical composition.
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A. 2.

The measured thermal diffusivity and the calculated thermal conductivity

of samples from table V.3. at different temperatures.

T : temperature (K)
2

a : thermal diffusivity (m /s)

A : thermal conductivity calculated from a and corrected for porosity

(W/m.K)

1. UC,99.J % th.d.,3 hr 2180 K,He 2. UC,98.3 % th.d.,3 hr 2030 K,He

T a x 106 A

1120 5.11 17.444

1139 5.14 17.603

1192 5.13 17.727

1249 5.25 18.314

1305 5.30 18.658 -i

1357 5.17 18.352

1374 5.25 18.687 :

1407 5.37 19.214 •

1434 5.51 19.798 I

1461 5.48 19.773 j

1496 5.53 20.061 :

1511 5.52 20.070

1550 5.59 20.445 \

1590 5.74 21.120 !

1651 5.60 20.791

1700 5.81 21.724

T

1088

1108

1136

1165

1205

1247

1280

1313

1364

1383

1394

1431

1463

1510

1521

1571

1593

1650

1711

a x 106

5.42

5.67

5.77

5.76

5.71

5.69

5.68

5.67

5.70

5.75

5.75

5.71

5.67

5.65

5.64

5.67

5.73

5.83

6.02

A

18.345

19.258

19.691

19.754

19.714

19.782

19.854

19.925

20.195

20.434

20.469

20.445

20.403

20.478

20.476

20.740

21.028

21.576

22.477
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3. UC97.9 % th.d. ,3 hr 1880 K,He 4. UC.90.4 % th.d. ,3 hr 2230 l̂

T

1118

1118

1143

1198

1240

1311

1325

1350

1369

1398

1423

1459

1487

1517

1556

1599

1655

a x 106

5.23

5.27

5.23

5.22

5.17

5.13

5.08

4.95

5.08

5.14

5.14

5.17

5.19

5.05

5.01

5.45

5.48

18.012

18.149

18.089

18.222

18.173

13.243

18.106

17.713

18.233

18.533

18.606

18.820

18.974

18.547

18.509

20.264

20.544

T a x 10

1115 5.52

1213 5.64

1240

1267

1326

1350

1364

1410

1437

1471

1471

1489

1513

1572

1589

1597

1689

5.60

5.64

5.65

5.65

5.68

5.40

5.05

5.18

5.41

5.28

5.05

5.08

4.99

4.43

4.21

A

20.577

21.375

21.318

21.566

21.812

21.895

22.061

21.126

19.840

20.459

21.367

20.911

20.074

20.373

20.063

17.833

17.177

5. VCQ giNQ 0 9 >3 hr 2180 K,Ar,91. th.d. 6. VC
Q 0 Q g

,3 hr 2180 K,He,94.9 Z th.d.

T

1115

1151

1155

1243

1248

1270

1331

1352

1359

1425

1459

1480

1511

1571

1595

1647

a x 10

5.17

5.21

5.21

5.29

5.33

5.36

5.35

5.36

5.61

5.73

5.67

5.33

5.29

5.39

5.40

5.70

A

19.08

19.34

19.35

19.92

20.09

20.27

20.43

20.53

21.51

22.19

22.07

20.81

20.75

21.32

21.44

22.80

T

1105

1112

1134

1170

1200

1205

1301

1374

1446

1494

a x 10"

4.84

4.84

4.83

4.99

5.19

5.18

5.24

5.35

5.54

5.54

\

17.25

17.26

17.29

17.79

18.78

18.76

19.26

!9.89

20.82

20.97

Frequency dependency
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7. UC g Nfl . , , 3 hr 2180 K,He,94.5 % t h . d . 8. UC

T

1121

1132

1171

1207

1250

1282

1304

1351

1353

J37I

1427

1489

a x 106

5.26

5.16

5.34

5.52

5.34

5.39

5.62

5.60

5.55

5.66

5.76

5.95

\

18.95

18.62

19.39

20.15

19.63

19.91

20.83

20.90

20.72

21.19

21.74

22.66

9 ' UC0 60N0 40'3 h r 2 l 8 0 ' H e > 9 7 ' ° z t h - d - l 0 - u c

T

1117

1136

1172

1189

1250

1277

1347

a x 106

4.94

4.95

4.96

5.05

5.05

5.14

5.20

X

17.57

17.65

17.77

18.13

18.28

18.67

19.06

Frequency dependency

0.67"0

T

1111

1146

1172

1200

1250

1276

1316

1363

1379

1431

1476

1486

1522

1555

1586

1660

1722

0.55N0

T

1136

1141

1159

1191

1209

1277

1278

1315

1431

1445

1451

1510

1521

1608

1651

.33' " "*

a x I0"6

4.82

4.92

5.11

5.38

5.28

5.41

5.52

5.57

5.79

5.85

5.87

5.88

5.97

6.11

6.21

6.21

6.12

.45' 3 hr

a x I06

6.05

6.08

5.93

5.86

5.70

5.73

5.78

5.95

6.02

5.66

5.46

5.38

5.33

5.36

4.90

A

17.06

17.50

18.24

19.28

19.05

19.59

20.10

20.41

21.26

21.59

21.83

21.89

22.33

21.95

23.42

23.64

23.48

2180 K,Ar,9

X

23.03

23.15

22.64

22.46

21.90

22.20

22.40

23.17

23.78

22.39

21.62

21.45

21.28

21.62

19.87

1

1.2 % th.d,
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11. UCQ 5

i3' UC0.41

5N0 45*

T

1120

1143

1166

1204

1236

1259

1266

1304

1353

1396

1401

1431

1463

1488

1515

1566

1609

1709

NQ 59,

T

11)2

1128

1162

1215

1245

1284

1346

3 hr 2180

a x 106

5.21

5.28

5.42

5.52

5.34

5.18

5.28

5.37

5.44

5.47

5.44

5.42

5.47

5.49

5.57

5.80

5.93

6.00

3 hr 2180

a x I06

5.27

5.19

5.29

5.43

5.31

5.16

5.38

K,He,

A

18.57

18.87

19.43

19.88

19.32

18.79

19.11

19.59

19.98

20.18

20.02

20.09

20.35

20.49

20.85

21.85

22.45

22.98

K.He,1

A

20.00

19.73

20.19

20.86

20.47

19.98

20.98

3 hr 2180 K,He,97.2 % th.d. 12. UCQ 5 5N Q < 4 5, 3 hr 2030 K,He,94.8Z th.d

X

1120

1149

1164

1189

1240

1273

1295

1347

1373

1440

1466

1491

1524

1603

1684

a x 106

4.98

5.04

5.12

5.00

4.80

4.88

5.11

5.04

4.97

5.10

5.15

5.32

5.57

6.03

6.20

A

18.19

18.48

18.81

18.43

17.81

18.18

19.09

18.95

18.75

19.40

19.65

20.36

21.79

23.39

24.28

14.

Frequency dependency

1

Frequency dependency

UC0.4

T

1115

1132

1175

1207

1247

1266

1269

1288

1365

lN0.59' 5

a x 106

5.63

5.68

5.51

5.55

5.44

5.25

5.49

5.57

5.49

hr 2180 K,94.8 % th.d

A

20.77

20.99

20.47

20.69

20.37

19.71

20.61

20.96

20.84
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)5' DC0.36N0.64'

T

1165

1234

1267

1312

1367

1443

1456

1481

1514

1520

1572

1592

1609

1638

7' UC0.06N0.94>

T

1133

1135

1217

1246

1248

1312

1365

1534

1559

1564

3 hr 2180

a x 106

5.69

5.86

5.97

6.00

6.03

5.90

5.85

6.07

6.23

6.07

5.82

5.83

6.19

6.35

3 hr 2180

a x 106

6.72

6.64

6.80

6.83

6.75

6.90

6.97

6.82

6.92

7.09

K,Ar,93.3 % th.d

X
21.52

22.34

22.84

23.07

23.32

23.01

22.84

23.77

24.48 •

23.86

23.01

23.09

24.56

25.27

K,He,92 % th.d.
estimated

X

26.27

25.97

26.78

26.96

26.65

27.39

27.79

27.57

28.03

28.74

16. UC_ 0?l

T

1109

1230

1357

1399

1521

N0.93' 3

a x 106

6.41

6.70

7.05

6.79

6.89

18. UN 3 hr, 2180 K

T

1131

1162

1223

1227

1300

1385

1397

1521

1562

1598

1623

1684

1700

a x 106

6.69

6.69

6.50

6.49

6.54

6.40

6.06

5.63

5.43

4.73

4.15

4.72

4.37

hr 2180 K,He,93.0 % t]

X

24.72

26.18

27.77

26.84

27.51

,He,89.3 7. th.d

X

27.04

27.11

26.47

26.43

26.79

26.39

25.01

23.46

22.70

19.83

17.43

19.92

18.47
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19. UN, 3 hr 2J00 K.He,93.7 % th.d 20. UN, 9 hr 2030 K,He,92.6 % th.d

T

1180

1280

1396

1445

1501

1556

a x 1O6

6.25

6.27

6.40

6.47

6.68

6.93

A

24.17

24.44

25.18

25.55

26.49

27.60

21. UN, 9 hr

T

1107

1134

1146

1176

1205

1276

1298

1326

1329

1378

2180 K,

a x I06

5.72

5.67

5.68

5.84

6.07

6.12

6.31

6.36

6.35

6.55

He,92.2 % th.d

A

22.35

19.85

22.26

22.95

23.90

24.24

25.02

25.29

25.25

26.15

T

J103

1132

1196

1244

1302

1351

1379

1459

1492

1505

1531

1572

1637

a x 106

6.68

6.68

6.65

6.70

6.76

6.88

6.87

6.85

6.84

6.84

6.84

6.86

6.78

A

25.98

26.04

26.06

26.35

26.71

27.29

27.31

27.40

27.43

27.46

27.51

27.68

27.49

Frequency dependency





SUMMARY

In chapter I and chapter II an introduction to application and

chemistry of uranium carbonitrides is given. The potential use as a

nuclear fuel requires an extensive study of the properties of these

materials. Part of it is presented in this thesis.

The powder synthesis of UC, UN and mixtures of UC and UN by a cyclic

process is described in chapter III. The solid—gas reaction of finely

divided uranium and a methane—hydrogen reaction gas yields a uranium

monocarbide powder at a minimum reaction temperature of 770 K. This

means that the reaction can proceed at a lower temperature than the

generally accepted minimum of 900 K. Admixing a quantity of nitrogen to

the reaction gas leads to the simultaneous carburization and nitriding

of the uranium metal. At temperatures up to 1020 K the reaction results

in a mixture of fine grained UC and UN. The specific surface of powders

prepared at 820 K and 1020 K (1.1 and 0.7 m /g, respectively) does not

differ much. The cyclic character of the process rather than the tempera-

ture determines this powder property.

The correlation between the composition ratio ..-̂  in the final pro-

duct and the parameters of the process is only determined qualitatively.

Batch synthesis of a powder does not lead to an increase of the content

of metallic impurities and oxygen. The impurity level is determined by

that of the starting uranium metal.

The sintering properties of these powders are discussed in chapter IV.

It has been found that in reactive sintering of mixtures of UC and UN a

good homogeneity of the powder in an early stage of the sintering process

determines the sintering result to a high extent. In fact, a two-stage

sintering process is applied: the formation of a homogeneous solid so-

lution, followed by the densification process. An average small crystal-

lite size in the powder is an essential precondition, as is shown by X-

ray powder diffraction analysis. Sintered densities > 95% th.d. for homo-

geneous UC, U(C,N) and UN compacts are obtained at 2180 K in helium atmos-

phere. These densities can be achieved at relative low reduced temperatures

of 0.6-0.7 T,,. Hence by the cyclic process a powder with a good sinterabiliCy

is produced.
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Chapter V deals with the determination of the thermal conductivity of

the sintered compacts of uranium carbonitrides via the measurement of the

thermal diffusivity at 1100-1700 K. Thermal conductivity of UC, U(C,N)

and UN from 1100-1700 K is mainly determined by the contribution of elec-

trons to the total thermal conductivity A . The value of A as a function

of the temperature increases with ^ 10% in this temperature range. Measured

values of UC and UN agree reasonably with data from recent literature. The

total thermal conductivity A of UC is lower than that of UN whereas A

of uranium carbonitrides have values lying between them. A increases with

increasing nitrogen content for x > 0.45 in UC.xNx. To elucidate quali-

tatively the thermal conductivity behaviour of uranium carbonitrides data

of electrical resistivity are needed. It has been shown that the thermal

conductivity of UC is sensitive to microstructure, which in turn is de-

termined by the preparation method. The thermal diffusivity determination

is seriously influenced by the experimental conditions, in particular,

when chemical reactive samples are used.
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SAMENVATTING

Hoofdstuk I en hoofdstuk II geven een inleiding over toepassingen

en over de chemie van uraniumcarbonitriden. Het potentiële gebruik als

kernbrandstof vereist een uitgebreide studie van de chemische eigen-

schappen van deze stof. In dit proefschrift wordt hieraan een bijdrage

gegeven.

De poederbereiding van UC, UN en mengsels van UC en UN door een

cyclische bereidingsmethode wordt in hoofdstuk III beschreven. De vast-

gas reactie van fijnverdeeld uranium en een methaairwaterstof reactiegas

levert een uranium monocarbide poeder bij een minimum temperatuur van

770 K. Deze temperatuur is lager dan het algemeen aangenomen minimum

van 900 K. Toevoeging van een hoeveelheid stikstof aan liet reactiegas

leidt gelijktijdig tot de carbonizering en nitrering van het uranium.

Bij temperaturen tot 1020 K is het resultaat een fijnkorrelig mengsel

van UC en UN. Het specifiek oppervlak van poeders die bij 820 K en

1020 K zijn bereid verschilt niet veel (respectivelijk 1,1 en 0,7
2

m /g). Deze poedereigenschap wordt meer bepaald door het cyclische

karakter van de bereiding dan door de temperatuur.

UN
Het verband tussen de verhouding .-*1IH in het eindprodukt en de

parameters van de bereidingsmethode is alleen kwalitatief bepaald. De

schaalvergroting van het proces (bereiding van een grote hoeveelheid

poeder) hoeft niet te leiden tot een verhoging van het gehalte aan

metallische verontreinigingen en zuurstof. De verontreinigingsgraad

wordt bepaald door die van het uitgangsmateriaal.

De sintereigenschappen van deze poeders worden in hoofdstuk IV

besproken. Bij reactie-sinteren van mengsels van UC en UN bepaalt een

goed homogeniteit van het poeder in een vroeg stadium van het sinter-

proces het sinterresultaat in sterke mate. In dit geval wordt in feite

een sinterproces toegepast dat uit twee fasen bestaat: de vorming van

een homogene vaste oplossing gevolgd door de verdichting. Een gemiddeld

kleine kristallietgrootte in het poeder is hiervoor een belangrijke

voorwaarde zoals is aangetoond door röntgen poederdiffractie. Gesinterde

dichtheden >, 95£ th.d. voor homogene UC, U(C,N) en UN compacten worden
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verkregen bij 2180 K in heli ion. Deze dichtheden kunnen bij relatief lage

gereduceerde temperaturen (0,6-0,7 T ) worden bereikt. Met de cyclische

bereidingsmethode wordt derhalve een poeder met goede sintereigenschap-

pen verkregen.

Hoofdstuk V handelt over de bepaling van de warmtegeleidbaarheid van

de gesinterde uraniumcarbonitriden via de meting van de warmtediffusi-

viteit bij II00-1700 K. De warmtegeleidbaarheid ven UC, (J(C,N) en UN

wordt bij 1100-1700 K voornamelijk bepaald door de bijdrage van elec-

tronen aan de warmtegeleidbaarheid. De waarde der totale warmtegeleid-

baarheid A als f (T) stijgt in dit temperatuurgebied met ̂  10%. De

gemeten waarden voor UC en UN komen redelijk goed overeen met gegevens

uit recente literatuur. De warmteReleidbaarheid A van UC is lager dan

die van UN, terwijl A van uranium carbonitriden daar tussen liggen.

A neemt toe met toenemend stikstof gehalte voor x >, 0,45 in UC._xNx.

Om het gedrag van de warmtegeleidbaarhsid van uraniumcarbonitriden

kwantitatief te verklaren zijn gegevens over de elektrische weerstand

nodig. Het blijkt dat de warmtegeleidbaarheid van UC gevoelig is voor

de microstructuur, die bepaald wordt door de bereidingsmethode. De be-

paling van de warmtediffusiviteit wordt ernstig beïnvloed door de ex-

perimentele omstandigheden, in het bijzonder als chemisch reactive

monsters worden gebruikt.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS AND PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
j

: Symbol

A

A ,,
eff

6

b

C

C
p
D

IS

DTA

AG°

g

m°
Ke

K
P
L

Description

heat loss parameter

effective surface

a function of phase difference in Cowan

equations

heat loss parameter

a constant

heat capacity

diffusion coefficient

average grain diameter

differential thermal analysis

Gibbs free energy of formation

weight

heat of formation

electronic component of thermal conductiv-

ity

phonon component of thermal conductivity

Lorentz factor (2.443x10~8 V2/K2)

Units

-

2
m

-

-

J/kg.H
2

cm /s

-

J/mol.

g

J/iaol

W/m.K

W/m.K

vVo
AL
L
I

n

P

P

R

r

r

S

SEM

ss

T

thermal expansion -

sample thickness in

process parameter in powder synthesis process -

porosity fraction

pressure

gas constant (8.3143 J/mol.K)

heat loss parameter

grain radius

specific surface

scanning electron microscope

solid solution

temperature

melting temperature

black body temperature

synthesis temperature

surface temperature (chapter V)

time

N/ni

J/mol.K

m2/g

K

K

K

K

K

min.
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Symbol Description Units

3
th.d. theoretical density g/cro

2

v/o volume percentage

W(T2) heat losses of the front face of the sample W/m

W(T ) " " " " rear " " " " W/m2

o
/o weight percentage

x mole fraction of UN in UC. N

a thermal diffusivity m /s

(3 geometrical factor -
Y surface tension against solid N/m
ss

Y surface tension against vapour N/m

6 width of boundary m

c_ total hemispherical emissivity

E, spectral emission coefficient -

6 diffraction angle

\ thermal conductivity W/m.K

AM measured thermal conductivity W/m.K

\ ,., effective wave length nm

A total thermal conductivity W/m.K

Ath d thermal conductivity at 100% th.d. W/m.K

v frequency s

p density g/cm

p electrical resistivity (chapter V) jjn.cm
2 4

a Stefan-Boltzraann radiation constant W/m K
a standard deviationo
T modulation time ms

i£ phase difference in modulation time between

electron beam and front face temperature ms

AT phase difference in modulation time of the

front face and the rear face temperature ms

<f>7 phase difference between modulation of the

electron beam and the modulation of the front

face temperature s
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Symbol Description Units

phase difference between modulation of s

the electron beam and modulation of the

rear face temperature

phase difference between modulation of the

front face and rear face temperature s


